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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Shelterbelts are used world-wide for such purposes as reduction of soil errosion. con­
trol of snow drift, and provision of an effective agrometeorological method for field 
microclimate management and yield enhancement. The following examples illustrate 
typical applications of shelterbelts in various disciplines: 
1) In agriculture and horticulture, arecis where traditional and primitive shelter de­
vices were first invented and applied, the shelterbelt is the most effective tool for pro­
viding a protected leeward region for planting crops. There is no doubt that windspeed 
reduction within a certain area to the leeward side is the primary effect of natural or ar­
tificial sheltering objects, although in practice, this major effect will frequently be of less 
interest than a number of secondary effects such as changes in various factors affecting 
the growth of plants. Of these factors, temperature, light, water, soil and Carbon diox­
ide. are all directly influenced by the wind in such a way that reduced windspeed behind 
the shelterbelt will improve the conditions for plant growth. From a microclimatic point 
of view, the reduction of heat convection caused by the reduction in wind velocity will 
cause the temperature of the ground to rise with a consequent increase in temperature of 
the lowermost layers of air. .As a result, during germination and the subsequent period 
of growth, the plants experience temperatures higher than those generally prevailing in 
the seasons concerned, resulting in increased crop yields. .A. reduction in windspeed can 
also slow down the transmission of water vapor to the upper layers of the air such that 
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the emission of water to the air. which is tremendously detrimental to the plants, would 
be decrecised. Carbon dioxide, one of the primary growth factors, is strongly affected by 
wind velocity. .A, reduction of moderate wind velocities will favor the CO2 conditions of 
the plant by reducing the waste of CO2 to higher levels of the atmosphere. Furthermore, 
the light factor is directly influenced by the wind since wind turns the leaves away from 
their most favorable positions and thereby reduces the quantity of light utilized. Soil 
drift occurs when the shearing stress on the ground caused by strong winds exceeds 
soil resistance forces. The detrimental effect on the area from which the soil is drifting 
will often be so considerable that resowing is required. Repeat soil drifts will cause 
irredeemable damage to the area robbed of irreplaceable quantities of surface humus. 
The e.Ktent of such damage certainly could be reduced or entirely avoided by a reduc­
tion of the wind velocity at the surface of shelter measures [1.2]. From a macroclimatic 
point of view, strong wind can damage the plants at any growing stage, ranging from 
complete destruction of germination by simply blowing away the newly sown seeds, to 
ripping off the flowers and fruits during the ripening period, to causing the lodging of 
the plant which increases the difficulty of harvest. Strong wind also results in stunted 
growth of the crop, reducing the size of the fruit and diverting energy into growing the 
economically useless parts of the plant such as roots and stems instead of growing leaves 
and fruits. Furthermore, strong wind will repel the pollinating insects and enhance the 
difficulty of pollination [3]. 
2) In Geology and Geophysics: Retarding desertification and denudation of the 
ground resulting from serious soil errosion in tropical desert areas, and field descic-
cation caused by meager snow accumulation in the continental region are two typical 
examples of the use of artifical fences and windbreaks [3-6]. 
3) In environmental control and military applications: Shelterbelts are also a useful 
method for controlling the spread and concentration of pollutants. In Taiwan, red pine 
and juniper are planted surrounding the air bases closest to the ocean shore in order to 
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prevent corrosion and rust on the bodies of military aircraft due to high-density salty 
see wind [6.7]. 
4) In civil engineering: a series of snow fences constructed on the sides of highways 
can efficiently control snow drifting and accumulation, improving the driver's visibility 
and decreasing the work involved in maintaining the roads in snowy weather [6. 8-12]. 
There are many types of shelterbelts in use such as stubble strips, trees or shrubs, 
fences, reed mats and porous cloth. Many factors affect the choice of a wind break, 
for instance, establishment and maintenance costs, delay in establishment, portability, 
shading, water use. and disease and pest control. The value of shelterbelts for agricul­
tural purposes is e.xtremely important, yet many techniques for the design of shelterbelts 
could hardly be described as quantitative. In fact, in only a few approaches can the claim 
be made that shelterbelts are sufficiently well-understood to ensure optimum design. 
In principle, the aerodynamic influence of the flowfield of a shelterbelt is quite easy 
to understand. The shelterbelt e.xerts a force, the so called "drag", on the flowfield. 
which is compensated by a loss of fluid momentum. .According to Newton's second 
law of motion, a reduction in linear momentum of the air when it passes through the 
shelterbelt implies a deceleration of air particles, and thus the drag is converted into 
the wind speed reduction desired for sheltering. Obviously, the larger the drag is. the 
greater is the decrease in wind speed. However, in shelterbelt analysis, researchers are 
interested in an optimum reduction in a thin air layer near the ground to the lee of the 
shelterbelt in which crops that need protection are located, rather than the total wind 
speed reduction in the whole flowfield. Reduction of the wind speed to an expected value 
at a given point or often a reduction to the highest safe wind speed over the longest 
possible lee distance, a reduction in evaporation, and an enhancement of CO2 supply 
are the typical criteria used in determining the optimum design of shelterbelts. Each of 
these requirements may have its own most efficient shelter depending upon the different 
crops planted and various meteorological and soil conditions of the field. 
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1.2 Literature Review 
Basically, there are two main categories of methods for studying shelterbelts: exper­
imental investigation and theoretical calculation. Experimental investigation includes 
field observation and the wind tunnel test. Theoretical calculations are composed of 
analytical study and numerical analysis. 
1.2.1 Experimental Investigation 
.A-S mentioned previously, one of the most important design requirements of the shel-
terbelt application is how well the leeward windspeed can be reduced below the threshold 
level over a ma.ximum distance: therefore, discovering a shelterbelt which performs most 
efficiently yet economically has been the crucial objective of much of the research in shel­
terbelt analysis for the past half century. Since it is an enormously complex analytical 
problem which requires a closed system of the full N'avier-Stokes equation, most shelter-
belt studies have been done, both experimentally and in trial and error, by evaluating 
the windspeed reduction of e.xisting shelterbelts. Bates (cited by Borrelli et al. [13]) was 
one of the pioneers in using field experiments to study the effects of height and porosity 
of shelterbelts on the leeward velocities. Bates observed that an undisturbed wind of 
32 kilometers per hour approaching normal to the windbreak of moderate effectiveness 
can be reduced by the windbreak (in his case, trees) for a distance of 30 heights of the 
windbreak downwind. Tabler [14] also reported that the drift length on the leeward side 
of a snow fence, which is defined as either the maximum size of the drift or the distance 
to the saturation point of snow accumulation, is approximately 30 fence-heights. Similar 
findings were obtained by Raine and Stevenson [15]. They obtained measurements in a 
wind tunnel test and found that the area downwind of the model-scale windbreak could 
be divided into two distinct regions: a triangular region, namely, the quiet zone, whose 
shape is not a function of the permeability of the shelterbelts and which extends from the 
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top of the windbeak to the ground at about eight fence-heights behind the windbreak; 
and a less vvell-defined region, the wake zone, located above and beyond the quiet zone 
and stretching downwind to 12 barrier-heights. 
Raine and Stevenson also found that inside the quiet zone, the turbulent structure is 
determined by the bleed flow, and thus by fence structures (porosity, height, width, etc.). 
On the other hand, the longitudinal turbulent fluctuations are more energetic and larger 
in scale in the wake zone. Perera [16] conducted a wind tunnel test to investigate the 
shelter effect behind the model-scale fences with different porosities and different shapes 
of openings and found that it is the porosity instead of the form of the fence which 
plays the major role in determining the flow structure in the wake zone. McXaughton 
[17] implemented a series of field experiments to study the effects of windbreaks on 
turbulent transport and microclimate and confirmed that low turbulent kinetic energy 
and small eddy size are characteristic of the quiet zone, which is defined as S-10 shelter-
heights in the leeward. Bradley and Mulhearn [19] presented a comprehensive set of 
wind and shearing stress perturbation data taken downwind of a shelter fence with 509^ 
porosity under the condition of neutral stability in the atmosphere. They showed that 
the high velocity gradient on the top of the fence caused the wake zone to exhibit large 
turbulent intensity and to continuously move downstream. Similar comments were made 
by Finnigan and Bradley [20] who measured the components of the turbulent velocity 
in the wake of a two-dimensional porous fence under neutral atmospheric conditions in 
a wind tunnel test. They constructed the downstream budgets of the turbulent kinetic 
energy by analyzing the observed data within a system of streamline coordinates and 
stated that pressure transport is the dominant agent in exporting the turbulent energy 
aloft from regions of strong production in the vicinity of the fence, and the rather prompt 
increase of TKE at all levels above the fence would be consistent with the pressure 
transport from a region of enhanced production in the decelerated flow immediately 
upwind of it. They concluded that the extension of the wake region downstream is due 
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to the advective term in the TKE (Turbulent Kinetic Energ\') budget equation gradually 
replacing the role of turbulent transports. 
In terms of the influence of the leeward windspeed reduction due to the porosit\- of 
the shelterbelt. most often quoted are the results of Naegeli who obtained an optimum 
solution of sorts by showing that a medium dense screen reduces the leeward windspeed 
at least 20% over a larger distance than either a very dense screen or a screen with 
high permeability (Eimern et al. [5]). Eimern et al. explained that denser barriers ex­
ert greater drag and absorb more momentum from the mean flow, and this momentum 
deficit, which is clearly indicated by a large velocity reduction either close to the wind­
ward or in the near leeward side of the fence, must be balanced by an initial increase 
in kinetic energ}' of the fluctuation. .A.s a result, more TKE is produced to alleviate 
the larger wind shear at the top of the fence, which then leads to a more rapid recov­
ery of the windspeed behind the denser barriers, and thereby a shorter protected area. 
In contrast to this traditional interpretation. Wilson [21] noted that the observed data 
both from Raine and Stevenson [15]. who conducted a wind tunnel test to study the 
shelter effects of artificial fences, and Hagen and Skidmore [22]. who investigated the 
windbreak drag influenced by shelter porosity using a field experiment, show a greater 
wind reduction behind the denser barriers at all distances. Wilson argued that the TKE 
generated close to the lee side is too small in scale to contribute to the momentum 
transport, which is believed to cause a faster leeward windspeed recovery, and this in­
duced TKE will dissipate rapidly. In their review document. Heisler and Dewalle [23] 
attributed this contradiction to failure to observe the similarity requirements between 
old field experiments and recent research. 
Heisler and Dewalle also pointed out that evaluation of windbreak effects should 
consider the climatology' of the approaching wind conditions, or at least the wind direc­
tion and the atmospheric stability during the periods that the object is to be protected. 
Wang and Takle [24.25] proclaimed that since wind in the natural environment rarely 
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blows at a right angle to shelterbelts. oblique approaching airflow will always redirect 
itself to minimize the drag force when it penetrates through the barrier. This assertion 
reconfirmed the statement made by Eimern et al. [5] who explained that shelterbelt 
modification of the microclimate is highly reliant on the direction of the approaching 
wind because the drag force exerted by the shelterbelt is strongly dependent upon the 
wind trajectory through the barrier. Lawrence [26] was one of the first to study changes 
in shelter effects in oblique wind. During his field experiment, he concluded that the 
protected region in the lee decreases the more the incoming air stream deviates from the 
normal direction to the artificial fence. This result was confirmed by Seginer [27] who 
employed field experiments to study tree windbreaks with 50% porosity instead of wood 
fences. He reported that windspeed measured along the normal line to the windbreak 
is strongly dependent on the incident angle of the wind but almost independent of the 
surface roughness and the shelter effect, which is defined as the lee distance from the 
barrier (along the center line) in which the windspeed recovers 80% of the undisturbed 
windspeed at the same height. This protected distance decreases faster than cosa. where 
a is the angle between the approaching wind and the line normal to the shelterbelt. 
The longest artificial barrier used in field e.xperiments of oblique angles was probabh" 
.Jacob's solid fence with a 2-centimeter thickness. 64-meter width and 2-meter height 
[2S]. Jacob drew the conclusion that at one-third height to the lee. the protected dis­
tance decreases much faster than cos{I A), where IA is the abbreviation for the incident 
angle, which is the same as q defined by Seginer. This observation is consistent with 
Seginer's [27]. but contradicted Gorsenin's findings [27]. Nord [29] performed full-scale 
measurements of wind reduction behind four different types of shelterbelts and reported 
that when the wind blows at an angle to the shelterbelt. the location of maximum wind 
reduction in the leeward area moves closer to the belt, the windspeed recovers faster 
than when it blows at a right angle, and the wind reduction just behind the belt always 
tends to be greater in oblique than in perpendicular wind. 
s 
1.2.2 Theoretical Calculation 
Hagen et al. [22] solved the equations of motion using a gradient-diffusion closure 
scheme where the eddy viscosity was itself modeled (TKE—e model). velocity profile, 
both upstream and in the immediate wake of the fence, was imposed by Hagen et al. to 
simulate the effect of a porous fence in the atmospheric surface layer. It is well known 
that the flow pattern is very complex for a barrier with very low porosity. The general 
remedy for attacking this problem is to subdivide the flow region. For instance, in the 
analytical theory for the mean velocity behind the obstacle. Counihan et al. [30] split 
the wake area into a wall zone, a mixing zone and an external zone and claimed that 
the first order TKE-e model applied to these three divided flow regions gave satisfactory 
agreement with the measurements of the flow through 20%. 40% and 60% porous fences. 
However, it is shown from most field observations that the flow pattern can deviate only 
very slightly from the well-understood equilibrium surface layer flow and may not cause 
flow separation for an extremely high porosity barrier such as the practical windbreaks 
with 20% to 50% porosity. 
.A detailed examination of the flow through a oO% porous fence carried out by 
Finnigan and Bradley [20]. using as an interpretive framework rigorously derived mean-
momentum and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) equations, indicated a rather complex 
TKE balance in which the pressure transport (pressure fluctuation - velocity fluctuation 
correlation) and turbulent transport (velocity triple correlation) played very important 
roles. Kaiser used an error function to predict the velocity profile by assuming that the 
shelter effect resulting from the diffusion of the momentum defect is replaced by a pas­
sive scalar in the numerical modeling. .Although this model is physically unrealistic and 
somewhat oversimplified, it does reveal that drag force is a decisive factor in shelterbelt 
analysis [.31]. Jackson and Hunt [32] presented an analytical solution for the flow of an 
adiabatic turbulent boundary on a uniformly rough surface over a two-dimensional hump 
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with small curvature. This theory is valid in the limit L / y o — > o c  when h / L  <  ^ { y d L ) ° ' ^  
and 5/L':^2k^/ln{5/yo) where L and h are the characteristic length and height of the 
hump, respectively, yo is the surface roughness length. 5 is the thickness of the boundary 
layer and k is the von Karman constant. They used this analytical approach to show 
how changes in windspeed and shear stress are related to the size and shape of the hill 
and to the roughness of the surface, and suggested that this theory may be useful in 
calculating given roughness estimates of the effect of hills on wind, even though the in­
crease in wind speed over hills is underestimated. Later on. this two-dimensional theory 
was extended to three-dimensional topography by Mason and Skyes [33]. 
Wilson and Shaw [34] developed a high-order closure numerical model using the 
larger plane averaging method to simulate the shelter effect for canopy flow. Unfortu­
nately. although they adjusted the mi.xing length, their numerical model, consisting of 
the total turbulence equations, overestimated the turbulence intensity generated by the 
shelterbelt. Raupach and Shaw [36] used a time/horizontal plane averaging scheme to 
simulate the sheltering effect. This approach was different from the time/volume av­
eraging technique employed by Finnigan [37]. Li et al. [38] performed a steady state 
numerical simulation in which the time-averaging followed by volume-averaging method 
were also used. Both Li et al. [38] and Miller et al. [39] applied a simple small-eddy 
closure technique (first-order K-closure) by modifying the mi.xing length and adding the 
additional so-called sweepnand-ejection term to obtain better numerical results. 
Mellor and Yamada [40] tested a hierarchy of the second-order closure models to 
parameterize the Reynolds stress terms. Their models are time-dependent, have varying 
thermal stratification and are able to be extended to the region of the atmosphere where 
turbulent transfer may be neglected. Yamada [41] utilized a simplified second-moment 
turbulence closure model to simulate the effects of a tree canopy on air circulation in 
the atmospheric boundary layer. He stated that qualitative simulation of a canopy flow 
with nearly constant and low wind speeds in the canopy but large wind shears near the 
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treetop and unstable or stable temperature layers within the canopy during the night 
or day are all satisfactory [42]. Wilson [21] used a series of turbulent models ranging 
from a simple upstream equilibrium-eddy-viscosity scheme (/i, = ku.oZ model) through 
a one-equation scheme {fit — £ model) and a two-equation scheme (TKE-e model) to 
second-order accuracy closure schemes in order to compare the patterns of flow through 
a porous windbreak to those from field experiments. He reported only a slight difference 
in the prediction of TKE using these numerical models, and the simulations from all 
turbulence models gave satisfactory agreement with the observed velocity deficits in the 
near lee wake region of the fence except for underestimations of the speedup region over 
the fence and the leeward windspeed recovery rate. Attempts to improve these erroneous 
predictions by including corrections for mean streamline curvature were unsuccessful. 
Meyers and Paw [43] used a high-order closure scheme consisting of equations for the 
mean wind. TKE components and tangential stress, and simplified expressions for the 
third-order transport terms appearing in the second-order equations in order to simu­
late the airflow within and above the vegetative environment. They reported that the 
model in general successfully simulates the speed profiles within and above the vege­
tative shelters, but the profiles of and are overestimated near the top of the 
canopy where both shear and wake production of TKE are high. They believed that 
these errors are due to incorrect parameterizations for either the dissipation rate of TKE 
or the pressure-velocity correlations in the budget equations for the second moments. 
Litvina [44] developed a numerical model of turbulent flow to calculate parameters re­
lating to windspeed reduction, surface shear-stress reduction, and deposition of snow or 
drifting soil for different species and geometric configurations of sheltering plants. This 
two-dimensional numerical model solves a system of non-linear equations of velocity 
components and TKE in the surface layer with closure based on the gradient-diffusion 
scheme. Alkhalil [4] adopted Litvina's scheme to study the leeward windspeed reduction, 
extent of protection downwind. TKE distribution and the shelter efficiency related to 
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the shelter density. Since the original version of Litvina's model performs well for the 
relatively shorter shelterbelts consisting mainly of annual crops, an assumption of the 
drag term vanishing right beyond the lee edge of the vegetative barrier is acceptable, 
but this does not hold true for a taller living-tree shelterbelt with ten-meter height, 
for example. Therefore. Alkhalil modified this model by extending the influence of the 
pressure gradient to five shelter-heights downwind in order to remedy the deficiency of 
the pressure gradient term in the streamwise momentum equation. Wang and Shen [45] 
developed a simple two-dimensional microcomputer-based shelterbelt model to study 
the relationships between the permeability of the barriers, atmospheric stability and 
shelter effects. This model was also used to analyze the effects of shelterbelts on the 
turbulent exchange coefficient [46], the shelter effects of multiple windbreaks [47] and 
the protection effects of shelterbelts [48]. 
The most recent numerical study of shelterbelt analysis Weis carried out by Wang 
and Takle [49]. They developed a nonhydrostatic shelterbelt boundary-layer numerical 
model and used this model to study 1) the characteristics of shelterbelt effects on wind 
direction and the processes causing changes in wind direction when air passes through 
and over a porous barrier [25]: 2) the variations of the drag force, permeability and 
pressure perturbation with width, and the horizontal structure of shelterbelts and their 
influences on the shelter effects [50]: 3) the relationships between shelter effects and 
the approach wind incident angle, their spatial variations and their dependence on the 
density and width of the shelterbelt when the upcoming wind does not blow at a right 
angle to the barriers [24]: and 4) the patterns and dynamic processes relating to flow 
interaction with shelterbelts [37]. 
1.2.3 Summary 
Experimental investigation is the most trusted method of obtaining the needed in­
formation about a physical process. Data from field observation of shelterbelt flow are 
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used directly to analyze the shelter effect in all real upstream conditions. However, the 
drawbacks of field experiments include the difficulties of controlling the specific running 
conditions and the extremely expensive equipment required for obtaining accurate and 
entensive information. Useable results cannot be obtziined until the experiments have 
been extended over a number of years sufficient to give a meaji value representative of 
the climate. Furthermore, field data can not be applied to areas with different climate 
or soil conditions [1]. 
Running small-scale models in a wind tunnel is another option for studying shelter-
belt flows. -Although the freestream conditions in the inlet of a wind tunnel are easy 
to measure and control, the results on small-scale models must be extrapolated to full-
scale models following certain similarity rules, which are unavailable in most cases. In 
addition, due to the complexity of the flow and restrictions in the test section of a wind 
tunnel, such as the influence of the boundary layer buildup on the tunnel walls and 
model blockage, the small-scale models are unable to simulate all the features of full-
scale shelterbelts. Beyond that, there are many situations where instrumental errors are 
unavoidable and need to be considered [51]. 
.•\n analytical study relies on a mathematical model, which consists of a set of dif­
ferential equations instead of an actual physical model. To avoid unphysical results or 
over-simplicity, proper assumptions have to be cautiously applied in order to obtain rea­
sonable analytical results (see [30]. [32] and [33]). Unfortunately, closed-form solutions 
can be sought in only a tiny portion of these governing differential equations. Since 
these solutions often contain very complicated mathematical e.xpressions. their numeri­
cal evaluation may present a formidable tzisk. Nevertheless, e.xact analytical solutions of 
linear mathematical models are useful for checking the accuracy of other methods [51]. 
The advantages of a numerical approach include rapid production of results and a 
relatively low cost compared to the corresponding experimental investigation, as men­
tioned previously. In a numerical simulation, it is easy to reproduce realistic phenomena 
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and to provide all the rele\'ant information completely under the preset freestream con­
ditions. However, a perfectly satisfied numerical technique can produce realistic results 
only if an adequate mathematical model is employed. Sometimes the verification of 
numerical solutions is very difficult without reference results either from experimental 
investigation or from some simple theoretical analysis. Thus, after the strengths and 
weaknesses of both approaches have been studied and analyzed, an optimal prediction 
effort should include a judicious combination of theoretical analysis and experimental 
investigation. Following this logic, the current research also progressed through field 
observation, followed by smoke tunnel flow visualization and numerical analysis. The 
insight gained in the field observations and the experimental work were important steps 
to be taken for the successful completion of this project. 
1.3 Present Research 
The purpose of this study is to formulate an unsteady, three-dimensional, incompress­
ible and control volume approach-bcised Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes flow solver to 
simulate the aerodynamic characteristics of the shelterbelt. Field observations were used 
to provide the primary air field information of a living-tree shelterbelt under real atmo­
spheric flow conditions, and a wind-tunnel flow visualization of the scale-model fences 
was conducted to explore the fundamental phenomena of the sheltering flow as well. The 
Power-Law scheme, which is a popular lower order scheme, neglects turbulence after a 
certain Peclet number range. This pointed to the need to develop a higher-order numeri­
cal scheme that handled turbulent flows well. .A modified higher-order numerical scheme 
using the Lagrange interpolation was therefore developed and applied to simulate the 
shelterbelt flow field. It is shown that this new scheme, while enhancing the accuracy 
of computation, also is capable of retaining numerical stability and desirable conver­
gence characteristics which are compromised in most higher-order numerical schemes. 
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For better prediction, more accurate formulations of the drag terms due to porosity and 
skin friction, which all artificial windbreaks and living-tree sherterbelts possess, have 
been included in the momentum equations based on aerodynamic principles. Detailed 
development of this research is presented in the succeeding chapters. The governing 
equations and the finite-difference formulation based on the control-volume approach are 
introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the discretization of the computational 
domain together with the methodology' of discretizing the governing equations. \'arious 
turbulent models and the special treatment of the flow field near a solid boundary using 
wall functions are also introduced: within this conte.xt. the development of a modified 
higher-order accuracy scheme is presented. Details of the field observation of a living-
tree shelterbelt in Mead. Nebraska and findings from smoke tunnel flow visualization 
are reported in Chapter 4. Results from typical two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
test problems used for code validiation are given in Chapter 5. The numerical results 
from the application of this method to shelterbelt aerodynamic analysis is presented in 
Chapter 6. Finally, the conclusions of this research and recommendations for further 
work are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 Governing Equations 
The governing differential equations of fluid flow based on the physical principles of 
conservation can be cast into the general form: 
+ (2.1) 
where the total flux J .  the convective flux F c .  and the diffusive flux F d .  are defined as: 
/ = Fc-\-Fd (2.2) 
Fc = pV^ (2.3) 
Fd = -rV$ (2.4) 
Substituting Equations 2.2. 2.3. and 2.4 into Equation 2.1 yields: 
^(/9$) + V • (pV'$ - rV$) = 5,^ (2.5) 
Equation 2.1 is a general differential equation governing convection-diffusion processes. 
The Reynolds averaged three-dimensional unsteady incompressible form of the differen­
tial equations governing the conservation of mass and the conservation of momentum in 
a Cartesian coordinate takes the form: 
mass equation: 
d p  d { p u )  d { p v )  d [ p w )  ^  
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u-momentum equation: 
d { p u )  d ( p u u )  d { p u v )  d { p u w )  d  ,  d u ^  d ,  d u  d ,  d u  
ST + IT + ST 
d p  . d .  d u  d  ,  d v  9 ,  d v :  
v-momentum equation: 
d ( p v )  d { p v u )  d { p v v )  d { p v w )  d  d v  d  ,  d c .  d  d v  
-IT + - d T  + - a T  *  ^'"•"57' 
d p  .  6  ,  d u ^  d  d v  d  d u . \ .  
w-momentum equation: 
d { p w )  d i p w u )  d { p w v )  d { p w w )  d  ,  d u \  d  ,  d u -  d  d a \  
~dr ^  ~ar~ + ~di~ + '~a7~ al'"''-'&' 
5 p  , 5 ,  5 u ,  5 ,  c > i \  ( 9 ,  
"51 •*" te''''"5r' 
where the effective viscosity. Pe//. is the sum of the laminar molecular viscosity, pi. and 
the turbulent dynamic viscosity, pt, i.e.. 
f^cff = Pi+Pt (2.10) 
2.2 Control Volume Approach 
2.2.1 Integral Momentum Equations 
By grouping the convective flux and the diffusive flux together, the u-momentum 
equation can be rearranged eis: 
d { p u )  d  ,  d u ^  d  ,  d u .  d  ^  d u  d p  
— + s;''"'" ~ ~ ''•"57' = "57 
d  ,  d u  ^  d  d v  ^  d  d w  
"^57''''"37' + 5j''''"57' + a7''''"a7' 
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Integrating over the control surfaces of the typical u-momentum control volume, the 
u-momentum equation becomes: 
/•' r f f'rdipu) d . du^ d , du^ d , , , , 
lir II(2.12) 
Therefore, the integral formulation of the u-momentum equation is given as: 
{ ( p u )  -  +  a (  +  J „ ,  -  y „ 6 )  
+(1  -  a) (Ju°  -  JZ + Jul - J.I +  
= {p^. -p,)At/Ar + 5u(AjAyAc) (2.13) 
where 5u( AxAj/Ar) represents the integral source term due to the turbulent flow and 5^ 
is the mean value of the turbulence source in the u-momentum control volume. Following 
the same procedures, the v-momentum can be rewritten as: 
d { p v )  d  d v  d  d v  d  d i \  d p  
— + si'"™ -" y  
d  ,  d u  ^  d  ,  d i \  d  ,  d w  
By integrating the above equation over the control surfaces of the typical v-momentum 
control volume, the v-momentum equation becomes: 
/•' r  r  ^ ^  9  ,  d i \ , ,  ,  ,  ,  
=  J  j  J  J  l - ^ ) d x d y d : d t  J t o  J s  J x v  J b  o y  
/ • '  / • "  r  f K  9  d u  d  d v  d  d w  ,  
+ i. I L I + ^ jM-^nd^dydzdt (2.13) 
Therefore, the integral formulation of the v-momentum equation is shown as: 
{(pi-) — —  ) -f- q( Ji.j — + J v n  —  J v s  + J v t  —  J i - b )  
IS 
+(1 - a)(y,° - J ^ I  +  
= {ps - Pn)(AxAr) + 5„(AxAyAr) (2.16) 
Similarly, the conservative form of the w-momentum equation based on a Cartesian 
coordinate system is given by: 
d { p w )  d  ,  d w  d  ,  d x v ^  d  ,  d i e  d p  
-IT + S;'""'"'" ' + a?''""" " 
5  d  ,  d v  d  ,  d i L -
+ 37'''"'"57' 
After being integrated over the control surfaces of the typical w-momentum control 
volume, the w-momentum equation becomes: 
r' r  r  f ' r ^ i p ^ ' )  9  ,  O u -  d  ,  O w .  o  ,  d w . , ,  ,  ,  ,  
•a:rjy£«*'" 
^Ll L I  I;'''"'!;' + (2.18) 
Hence, the final expression of the the integral w-momentum equation is given by: 
/\ 7* /\ ^  /\ — 
{(/5U;) (pU-') }( ) "i" Jwxv "I" Jivn Jws "f" Jwt Jrvb) 
-H( l  -  a) [JJ l  -  JJ I .  +  -  jJ i  -h  J J i  -  JJ i )  
= [Pb - pj)(AxAy) -f 5a.(AxA(/Ar) (2.19) 
where the superscript 0 stands for the previous time step value, and a is a factor which 
represents explicit, implicit, or Crank-Nicolson schemes depending on whether q equals 
0. 1. or 0.5. respectively. Fully implicit formulations are used for representing the pres­
sure gradients and the source terms due to the turbulent flow. J's are the momentum 
fluxes defined as: 
J t i e  = [(p"")e - (A^e//|j)e](Aj/Ac) t Ju^. = [(puu)^. " (p^//( A1/Ac) 
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d u  
J u t  =  [ i p ^ i i ^ ' ) t  -  (/ie//^)t](AxAy) : 
d v  
J v c  = [(^uu)e - i f i ^ f f — ) e ] i A y A z )  :  
Q 
J v n  ~  [(P^'^*)n i f ^ e f f  )n]( ) . 
•A., = [{pvw)t - (^e//|7)(](AjrAj/) : 
d x u  
J w e  = [ { P ^ ^ ) e  -  (/:e//-^)e](Al/A-) : 
d w  
J x v n  =  [ ( P t t ' u ) „  -  ( / i e / / - ^ ) n ] ( A x A c )  :  
d x v  
J w t  =  [ { p w w ) t  -  ( ^ e / / - ^ ) t ] ( A x A y )  :  
d x L  
J u s  = [(/>"v)5 - (/ie//—)3](AxAr) 
J u b  =  [(p"U.')6 - (^e//1^)6](AxAy) 
d v  
J v w  = [(pt'")..- - (^e//^)a-](Ai/Ar) 
d z *  
J v 3  =  [(Pl'U)5 -
J v b  =  [ ( p u u ' ) 6  -  ( / i e / / | 7 ) 6 ] ( A x A l / )  
due 
JwtL- — { P ' e f f  )u']( AyAc) 
J r v s  =  [ { p w v ) s  ~  (/Ze//^),](AxAr) 
Jwb = [(/3tt'U')6 - (/le//^)6](AxAy) 
2.2.2 Integral Mziss Equation 
The continuity equation is rewritten here as follows: 
d p  d { p u )  d { p v )  d { p w )  
- h  + + + = 0 (2.20) d t  d x  d y  d z  
Again, integrating the continuity equation with respect to the typical main control 
volume, the integral form of the mass equation is given as: 
/ '  r  f  f i ^  
J  t o  s  * *  w  J  b  Q t  
f t  / • "  f '  f t ^ d p  d j p u )  d j p v )  d j p w )  
"  "  d  
H  1  T — ] d x d y d z d t  = 0 
d x  a y  
(2.21) 
or 
i p  -  + c ^ i f .  -  F . ,  + F„ - F, + F, - Fb) 
+(1 - a)(F° - F° + F° - F° + F° - F°) = 0 (2.22) 
where F's are the mass flow rates through the control surfaces defined eis: 
F e  =  ( p u ) e { A y A z )  :  =  { p u ) ^ { A y A z )  
Fn = (pf) n (AxAr) : F, = (pr),(AxAr) 
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F t  = { p w ) t { A x A y )  : 
and 
F °  =  i p u ^ ^ i A y A z )  ; 
= (pt;)°(AxAr) : 
F° = {pw)°{jlxAy) : 
F b  =  { p u ' ) 6 ( A x A y )  
F° = (AyA--) 
F° = (pt;)°(AxA--) 
= (pa')°(AxAy) 
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3 NUMERICAL ALGORTHM 
The numerical algorithm, based on Patankar's SIMPLER [51]. uses a staggered grid 
arrangement and a brief explanation for the choice of grid system follows. 
3.1 Domain Discretization 
•A. non-staggered arrangement which stores both pressure and velocity components at 
the same grid (primary grid) has the following drawbacks: first, the momentum equation 
or continuity equation will contain the pressure difference or velocity gradient between 
two alternate grids instead of two adjacent ones. This situation reduces the accuracy 
of the solution, since a coarse grid arrangement is used. Secondly, it may produce a 
zig-zag pressure field or a wavy velocity field for one dimensional flow or a checkerboard 
pressure pattern or velocity field for two dimensional flow. One way to eliminate these 
unrealistic results is to store velocity components at locations different from those of 
pressure. The locations of velocity components are staggered in the coordinate direction 
and stored on the surface of the control volume (or on the auxiliary grid). Therefore, 
the velocities can be directly used for continuity calculation without using interpolation, 
and the pressure gradient can be evaluated between two neighboring grid points. 
The grid configuration used in this research is shown in Figure 3.1. In this arrange­
ment, pressure, TKE. and c are stored at the primary grids, and the velocity components 
are stored at the auxiliary grids on the faces of the control volume. 
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Figure 3.1 Staggered grid configuration 
3.2 Discretization Methodology 
3.2.1 Integral Governing Equations 
The intgral governing equations derived in Chapter 2 are summarized here 
mass equation: 
{(*> - +Q(f; - f. + + F< - n) 
+(1 - a)(F° - + f," - /?) = 0 
For incompressible flow, mass equation becomes: 
— Fu, + Fn — Fs + Ft ~ Fb = 0 
or 
F° - + F° - = 0 
u-momentum equation: 
i\x " 
{ { p u )  — (pu)°}( —  ) + O c { J u e  —  J u w  +  J u n  ~  ^ u s  +  ~ ~  J u b )  
+  ( 1  -  a ) { j J i  -  J Z  +  J u n  -  J u l  +  -  J u ° b )  
= [pu, - pe)Ai/Ac + 5„(AxAi/Ar) 
v-momentum equation: 
A A »i A -
{(pu) — (pt')°}( ~ J v w  + J v n  " J v s  + J v t  " J v b )  
+ (1 - a)(y,° - JZ + - jJi + JrH - J.l) 
= { P s  -  p„)(AjAr) + 5„(AxAt/Ar) 
w-momentum equation: 
{ ^ p W ) (piy) }•( J w n  J w s ' ^  J w t  J w b )  
+ (1 - - JZ + J.° - + Jm - J.S) 
~  i p b  -  p , ) { S x S y )  +  S u , ( A i i \ t / A ; )  
3.2.2 Discretization of Momentum Equations 
Subtracting Equation 3.4 from both Equation 3.2 multiplied by (q - u p ) and Equation 
3.3 multiplied by (1 — q) - up. the u-momentum equation becomes: 
[u  -  U°)ppAxAyAz  +  Q[(yue  -  "  (^ua-  "  P'u . l ^p )  
+  ( -  F n U p )  -  ( J u ,  -  F s U p )  + { J u t  - F t U p )  - [ J u b  -  F b U p ) ]  
+ ( 1  -  a ) [ ( -  F ° 4 )  -  { J u l  -  F M )  
+ i J u l  -  F > % )  -  M  -  pyp) +  M  -  F ° 4 )  -  ( -  F ° 4 ) ]  
=  { P w  -  p „ ) ^ y  +  S u ^ x A y : \ z  (3.7) 
Following the same manipulation described by Patankar [51]. we can e.xpress the total 
flux across the interface in terms of the main variables stored on the two adjacent grid 
points. Therefore the total flux on each control surface based on the seven-grid stencil 
shown in Figure 3.2 can be written as: 
J u e  -  F e U p  =  O u E i u p  -  u e )  : J u w  ~  F ^ . u p  = auir(uu- - up) 
J u n  F r j U p  —  Q t x j v ( u p  ^ j V ) '  J u s  F g U p  —  Q u S ( ^ S  ^ p )  
J u t  -  F t u p  =  O u T i u p  ~  u t )  : J u b  -  F b U p  =  O u a i u B  -  u p )  
and 
T 0 rp 0 0 0 / 0  0 \  r O  / r * 0 0  0 / 0  0 \  
f O  r O O  0 / 0  0 \  T  0  7 7 0 0  0 / 0  0 \  J u n  ^  F n  U p  —  • "  " a * )  •  A j  "  U p  —  0 u 5 ( " 5  " "  " p )  
r O  / r O O  0 / 0  0 \  r O  r ^ O O  0 / 0  0 \  J u t  —  F t  U p  —  — "r) ' ^U6 — ^6 Up — O . ^ ^ Q [ U Q  — Up) 
Substituting all above expressions into Equation (3.7) and rearranging, the discretized 
u-momentum equation becomes: 
aup  up  = + (Pu- - /3e)(At/Ac) -|- 5u(AjAi/Ac) (3.8) 
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ij,k+l 
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i+lj,k 
X ij,k.l # 
Figure 3.2 Typical three-dimensional stencil 
where d^p is the coefficient at the grid point P. and a„£. a^iy. au.\. Qu^- Qur- GuB are 
the neighboring coefficients given by: 
O u E  =  Q • O u E  ' •  Quiv = Q  •  OuVV 
du,v = Q  •  Qu.v : d u S  = Q • QuS 
d t i T  = • O - u T  ' •  OuB = ct • a„5 
pAxAt/Ar QuP — f- Q(au£: + O-uW + QuA' 4- OuS + O-u T + Qus) 
and 
6u — (1 — Q)[au£-"£ + auvv"°v + + ^ UT^T + ^ UB"B 
-(a°E + <^V + <S + + <T + «°B )"p] 
+ [Pw -  Pe)AxAyAr + 5„AxAyAc 
QuE = ^ue-4(!Puel) + J—fue.O| : QuU" = £>uu,A( |fuu,-1) + I^uu;-Oj 
GuA-= Du„.4(|Pu„|) + [[-Fu„.0|l ; au5 = Du,.4(1 Pual) + [[F„,.Ol] 
QuT = ^ui-4( |Pui I) + [[—Put-oj : fltiB = ^u6-4(|PU6|) + l[Pu6-0l[ 
<E = ^L-4(|P° I) + 1[-P° .OE : a°„. = DL-A(IPll) + [[FL.OE 
< s  = + I-C-OB : «°5 = + EC-01 
= D°,.4(|P° I) + (I-P°.0]] : = /^°6--l(iPr6l) + K-OJ 
where the flow rate F ' s  through the control volume faces are defined as shown in section 
2.2.2.. and D. the diffusion conductances on control volume faces are given as follows: 
n ! > n t -^yA-L>ue = (Meff It : i^uu.- = 
AxA- AxA-
Dun = iMeff )n : ' )j 
n _/ r, / Uut — [MelJ •)( : ^u6 = (Z^e//—^7—Jb 
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Dl. = : DL = 
: DL = (/'=//^); 
n o  - ( „  .  n o  _ f „  : ^ £ : ^ x 0  
The Pec let numbers on control surfaces are given by: 
P  =  F f D  : P° = F ° I D °  
and .4(1 P|) is a function based on the Power-Law scheme given by: 
.4(|P1) = [[0.(1 -0.1|P|r]] : A(|P°|) = [[0.(1 -0.1|P°|)1 
where ([ . | indicates the greater of the quantities within. 
Similarly, the discretized v-momentum and w-momentum equations are given as: 
QvP i-p = Y^iarjnbt-'nb) + K + [Ps " p„)(AjAr) + 5JAxAyAc) (3.9) 
and 
a ^ P  w p  =  ^ { d ^ b V L - n b )  +  6a. +  [ p t  -  p5)( AxAj/) + 5a.( AxAf/Ar) (3.10) 
The coefficients are similar to those of the u-momentum equation based on each equa­
tion's specific control volume. 
3.2.3 Discretization of the Pressure Equation 
The integration of mass conservation with respect to a typical control volume yields: 
{pu)tAyS= - (pu)^.AySz + (pr)„AxAc 
- i p v ) , S x : l =  -f- { p w ) t A x ^ y  - ( p w ) b . \ x S y  = 0 (3.11) 
From Equations 3.S. 3.9 and 3.10. the momentum equations written for the u. v. and w 
control volumes associated with the main control volume become: 
^ ' ^u n b ^ n b  )e iPE PP ) Ay Ac -f- 5^. (Ax Ay Ac ) (3.12) 
2S 
dutv^w — ,^xtnb^nb)w {.PP " i "  • i ' u l i ' )  ( 3 . 1 3 )  
a^nVn = iJ^a^bVnb)n " ip.\ -pp)AxAr + 5i^(AxAyAr) (3.14) 
flral-a = )3 " {PP " Ps)^I-^= + 5„,(AX-lyAc) (3-15) 
a.L<it't = (XI OumbW„b)t -  iPT -  p p ) A x A i /  + 5u,t(AxAi/Ar) (3.16) 
awbWb = (^aumbU-'nb)b -  (PP -PB)AxAi/ + 5u,6(AXAI/AC) (3.17) 
Equations 3.12 to 3.17 can be rewritten as: 
U e  = - i p E  - p p ) A y : l z  / d u g  (3.IS) 
Uu.. = Uu:  -  ( p p  -  puOAyAc / a ^ w  (3.19) 
Vn = K -  {px -  pp)AxAr / (3.20) 
t'5 = i\ -  {pp - ps)AxAr / di,, (3.21) 
it'f = tirj - (pT - PP)AXAJ/ / a^.f (3.22) 
a-6 = ii'6 - (pp - pb )AxAf/ / a^,6 (3.23) 
where the pseudo-velocities on the control surfaces are defined by: 
1 
ilg — ~ ( / . Qun6^n6)e "t" •^ue(AxAyAc) / flue (-3.24) Que 
Uu,' — 1 ]^unb^nb)w "I" •J?uu;(AxAl/A—) j  Ouw (3.2.^) 
fluu.-
i'n — 1 ] Oynb^'nbjn "I" -^im (Ax Ay Ac) / flt,Ti (3.26) 
a  
(3.27) IJ — _ ( ^  ] (iynb ^ 'nb ) a T Ax Ay Ac ) / Oyj 
Ova 
ti't — 1 (^ iQu.'nb)f "f" >S'u.t(AxAyA-) / du.j (.3.2b) 
^ w t  
IVb — T ]^vmb^nb}b •Sur6(AxAyAz) j flu.'6 (.5.29) 
d w b  
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Substituting Equations 3.18 through 3.23 into Equation 3.11. the pressure equation 
becomes: 
OpP PP = O p E  PE + O-PW P\ v  +  flpiV p s  +  APS p s  + OPT PT + O.PB PB + BP 
a.pP pp = "^{apnbPnb) + bp (3.30) 
where the coefficients are defined by: 
a p E  = ~(AyAc)2 : ap„- = ^(Aj/Ar)^ 
^ue ^ttw 
ap,\- = :^(AiAc)^ : U p s  = 
^vn Qt/j 
C p T  =  P - i A x ^ y f  : O p s  = - P - i A x S y ) ^  
^ w t  ^ w b  
^pP — ^pnb ^pE "i" "f~ QpA' 0.pS "f" (^pT ^pB 
Therefore the final source term bp in the pressure equation is given by: 
bp = + Uw-^y^- ~ i'nAxAc + L'jAj-Ar — d'tAxAy + wi,SxSy (3.31) 
3.2.4 Discretization of the Pressure Correction Equation 
The momentum equations can be solved only when the pressure field is given or 
somehow estimated. Unless the correct pressure field is employed, the resulting velocity 
field will not satisfy the continuity equation. The velocity field based on a guessed (or 
calculated) pressure field p' will be denoted by u'. v' and w'. These "starred" velocity 
fields can be obtained by solving the discretized momentum equations given below: 
auP Up = ^a^nbu'^i, - [pl - p'JAy^z + 5;;(AxAi/Ar) (3.32) 
QfP Up = 51 aynbi\b ~ ip'a ~ pj)AxAr + 5;( AxAyAc) (3.33) 
OusP w'p = ^  a^nbiv'nb - {p't - pj)AxAy + 5* (AxAyAr) (3.34) 
Using the procedures adopted from Patanker [ol]. the imperfect quantities are cor­
rected in the following manner: 
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u = u' + u (3.35) 
I- = f' + r' (3.36) 
w = iv' + w' (3.37) 
where u'. v '  and w '  are the pressure and velocity correction terms, respectively. 
Subtracting Equation 3.8 from Equation 3.32. Equation 3.9 from Equation 3.33 and 
Equation 3.10 from Equation 3.-34 yields: 
OuP Up = ^  - (p^ - p'^.)AyAr + 5^( AxAi/Ar) (3.3S) 
QvP Vp = Y, avnbv'^b - iPn " p',)AxAc + 5'.( AxAyAr) (3.39) 
a^.p w'p = 21 a^nibti'nb - {P't - P'J-^-RAY + 5(,,(AxAj/Ac) (3.40) 
Neglecting the first term and the third term on the right hand side in Equations 3.38 to 
3.40. which represent the implicit influence of the pressure corrections on the velocity 
fields, the velocity correction terms become: 
u ' p  =  - i p ' ^  -  p ' J S y S :  / a ^ p  (3.41) 
4 = -ip'n - p1)AJAC / d, . p  (3.42) 
w ' p  =  ~ { p [  -  p'JAxAy / d ^ p  (3.43) 
Substituting Equation 3.41 into Equation 3.35. Equation 3.42 into Equation 3.36 and 
Equation 3.43 into Equation 3.37. the corrected velocities are obtained SLS: 
u p  =  U p  -  { p [  -  p ' J S y S z  / d„p (3.44) 
v p  =  v ' p  -  i p ' „  -  p^)AxAr / a,.p (3.45) 
w p  =  w ' p  -  { p \  - pj)AxAy / d^.p (3.46) 
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Also, the corrected velocity on each control surface can be expressed as; 
"e = "E -  [P'E -  PP)-^Y^~ / Oue (3-47) 
"u; = "w - ip'p -  P\v)^y^= / Quu,- (3.4S) 
I'n = < - (p'v - Pp)AxAc / a y n  (3.49) 
Vs = I'J -  {p'p -  PS)AxAr / d„5 (3.50) 
U/'t = u'(' - { p j  - PP)AXAJ/ / Oo-t (3.51) 
a'f, = w; - (pp - pB)AxAy / a^6 (3.52) 
Following the same procedure adopted for the derivation of the pressure equation by 
substituting Equation 3.47 through Equation 3.52 into the continuity equation. Equation 
3.11. the pressure correction equation is obtained as: 
flpF p' p  =  a p E  p ' e  +  OpH" P w  +  Q p ^ -  p ' v  +  a p 5  p 5  +  Qpr P r  +  O p s  p g  +  6 p <  
=;> OpP p'p = J^(ap„6p'„j + bp' (3.53) 
where the coefficients of the pressure correction equation are the same as those of the 
pressure equation and the source term in the pressure correction equation bp> is given 
by: 
bp' = —u'^AyAz + u'.Ai/Ar — r^AxAr + rJAxAr — ic'AxAy + u-^AxAi/ (3.54) 
3.3 Turbulence Modeling 
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are derived by averaging the viscous 
conservation laws over a time interval. Hence, all variables shown below are considered 
to be averaged quantities. The time averaged continuity equation is given as: 
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In the absence of body forces, the turbulent mean momentum equation becomes: 
^ + V - [ p V  0  V  +  p l -  - f^) = 0 (3.56) 
where 0 denotes the tensor product of the vectors p V  and V. The time averaged viscous 
shear stress is represented by . and the Reynolds stress, in Cartesian coordinates 
based on Einstein's summation notation, is expressed as: 
(3.57) 
where i',- stands for the turbulent fluctuating velocity component. More detailed discus­
sion of the turbulent averaging process can be found in Ref. [52]. Since the relations 
between the Reynolds stresses and the mean flow quantities are unknown, the application 
of the Reynolds-averaged equations to the computation of turbulent flows requires the 
introduction of some modeling of these unknown quantities to be added to the time aver­
aged Navier-Stokes equations, based on theoretical and empirical considerations. This is 
a typical procedure which has been used for the last three decades to solve the so-called 
closure problems. Many different turbulence models, ranging from simple algebraic to 
multiple equation closure models, have been developed. The Cebeci-Smith model and 
the Baldwin-Lomax model are two famous zero-equation algebraic turbulence models 
which have been extensively used for thin, attached shear layers at moderate Mach 
numbers with very acceptable results [52]. However, as soon as the separation of the 
boundary layer is approached or shock wave appears, these algebraic models give rise to 
poor predictions. These deficiencies are related to theoretical limitations of the mixing 
length hypothesis, which implies that the eddy viscosity becomes zero if the mean veloc­
ity gradient vanishes (see Equation 3.58). This can lead to inconsistencies, in particular 
in the vicinity of separation or reattachment points. In addition, the transport and 
diff"usion of turbulence can not be taken into account by these algebraic models, and 
therefore the history effects is unable to be simulated. 
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tit = pl^\^\ (3.58) 
Detailed discussion of the Cebeci-Smith model and the Baldwin-Lomax model are given 
in Appendix A. 
3.3.1 TKE-e Model 
Because of the drawbacks of using the algebraic turbulence models mentioned pre­
viously. more sophisticated methods with higher-order accuracy have been developed 
based on transport equations for some basic turbulent properties such as the turbulent 
kinetic energy. TKE. and the turbulent dissipation, e. .-Vlthough one-equation turbulence 
models have been developed for the TKE. the computational results were not considered 
sufficiently accurate. In the current research, we employ the well-known two-equation 
turbulence model. TKE-e model, first to reflect the characteristics of turbulent transport 
and diffusion upon the numerical model, and then to generate the closed form solutions. 
The Prandtl-Kolmogorov expression is given as: 
= CJk"^)L (3.59) 
where C„ is a constant. L and act as the representative length scale and velocity 
of the turbulence, respectively [k is TKE). .-Mso. from the dimensional arguments, the 
dissipation, e. can be written as: 
e = C,(-^) (.3.60) 
and Equation 3.59 becomes: 
= C^(-) = - (3.61) 
e P 
where and are constants. 
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The structures of these equations have the general form of a transport equation as 
shown in Equation 2.5. The TKE equation is written as: 
d { p k )  d [ p k u )  d j p k v )  d { p k w )  ^  d  u ^ j f d k  d  u ^ f f d k  d  u ^ / f d k  
d t  d x  d y  d z  d x  a k  d x  d y  C k  d y  d z  d z  
+ i G - p c )  (3.62) 
and the dissipation equation is: 
d j p e )  d j p e u )  d j p c v )  d j p e w )  ^  4 .  
d t  d x  d y  d z  d x  d x  d y  d y  d z  c r <  d z  
+^{CiG-C2pe) (3.63) 
where 
A^e// 
and 
r ^ r , 9 u ^ o  , d l \ 2  r / ^  /  ^ ^ \ i 2  r , ^ ^ \  ,  G '  =  . . { 2 [ ( ^ ) ^ + ( ^ ) ^ + ( ^ ) ^ ] + [ ( ^ ) + ( ^ ) ] ^ + [ ( ^ ) + ( ^ ) F + [ ( ^ ) + ( ^ ) n  
(3.64) 
Ci = 1.43: C2 = 1.92: a, = 1.3: = 1.0 (3.65) 
3.3.2 Discretization of TKE and e  Equations 
By regrouping the convective and the diffusive terms, the TKE equation can be 
written eis: 
d ( p k )  d ,  ,  U e f f d k ^  d ,  ,  U g f f d k ^  d  ,  ,  / l e f / d k ^  ^  f ^ p k u - ^ — )  +  — { p k v - ^ — ) - h ^ { p k w - ^  —  )  =  { G - p c  (.3.66) 
d t  d x  c T j t  d x  d y  c T f c  d y  d z  ( J k  d z  
Integrated over the typical main control volume, the TKE equation becomes: 
/ • '  r  f  f ' M p f c )  9  ,  ,  f i e f f d k ^  d  ,  ,  H e f f d k .  d ,  ,  H e f f d k ^ , ,  ,  ,  .  
=  f  f  f  f  { G  —  p c ) d x d y d z d t  
J t Q  J 5  J w J b  
3-5 
which on rearrangement yields: 
{ { P f ^ )  -  ( M ) ° } (  —  J k w  +  J k n  "  J k t  +  J k t  "  J k b )  
+  ( 1  -  a ) ( A - °  -  J k l  +  J k l  -  J k °  +  A ?  -  J k t )  
=  S k i A x A y A z )  
where J is the turbulent kinetic energj' flux. 
Similarly, the conservative form of the t  equation can be rearranged by grouping the 
convective flux and the diffusive flux together as: 
_ + —(/,£</ - ——) + -  — ^ )  +  -  — g r )  -  - C 2 p c )  
(3.67) 
Integrating the above equation over the main control volume, the dissipation equation 
becomes: 
n"  r  f ^ r d ( p e )  d  ,  U t f f d e .  d  ,  U t j f d c ^  d  ,  u ^ j e d t ^ , ,  ,  ,  , ,  J w  J b  a t  o x  c x ^  a x  a y  cr, a y  a z  a z  
=  /  f  f  f  T^ C IG  -  C 2 p e ) d x d y d z d t  
J t  J s  J w  - J b  K  
The integral form of the e equation is represented as: 
{ { p ^ )  —  ( p f ) ° } ( "  ~  J t i v  +  J f - n  —  J f s  +  J a  —  J c b )  
+ ( 1  -  a ) ( y , °  -  +  J °  -  J.°) 
= 5,(AxAyA.-) 
where J represents the turbulent dissipation flux. 
Using the same methodology illustrated in discretizing the momentum equations, 
the final discretized algebraic equations for the turbulent kinetic energ>' and turbulent 
dissipation are obtained as: 
I 
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For the TKE equation: 
where 
Q k p  =  
^ k P  ^ X ^ k n b ^ n b )  "f" "I" ^ k { ^ ^ - ^ y - ^ ~ )  
^ k E  = O • O - k E  ' •  O - k W  = O t  •  U k W  
ak.x = oc • ak.\- : Q k s  = Q • QfcS 
d k T  =  O i  •  0 - k T  ' •  ^ k B  =  Q  •  0 - k B  
p ^ i A y A z  
(3.68) 
A t  
+ Ci{0-kE + O-kW + OLkS + O'kS + ^ JtS + ^ fcr) 
6jt = (1 - o)[a°£:^£ + + ^ Is^s + ^ It^T + 
~(°°E + ^ I w  + + ^ fc5 + °°r + ( ' • I b ) ^ P ]  
For e equation: 
where 
fltP = 
_^(PAa:AyA,-)^o + S k A x A y A z  
o-cP ep = Y^iacnb^nb) + + 5,(AxAi/Ac) 
OeE = Q • Ge£: : QtlV = Q • GjVf 
OtjV = Q • fljA' : a ^ s  = Q • a«s 
a-iT = a • Ojr ^ OtB = Q • QtB 
p A x A y A z  
(3.69) 
A^ 
+ Q(aeE + QtlV + QcjV + + QeT + Qefi) 
6. = (1 - a)[G°^e°£: + + «°54 + «°r4 + 
-(«££ + a?n' + a°A- + a°s + °?r + «£s)^p] 
, pAxAyAz 0 
+(• 
A t  
• ) e p  +  S f A x A y A z  
The a p .  a n b  and 6 are respectively the coefficient of the primary grid, the coefficients 
of the neighboring au.xiliary grids and the source term with respect to the main control 
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volume, which is the same as the control volume used for the pressure or pressure 
correction equation. .A.11 the coefficient expressions are similar to those of the momentum 
equations. The only difference is that the value of diffusivity. F. is fie// in the momentum 
equations and it changes to He/f/cTk for the TKE equation or /ie///crt for the dissipation 
equation. 
3.4 Wall Function 
The TKE-c model presented above is often referred to as a high Reynolds number 
model which is valid only for a fully turbulent flow. The local Reynolds number of 
turbulence is given as: 
Ret = (3.70) 
where 
l = (3.71) 
or 
R e ,  = - (3.72) 
u e  
It is clear that Ret is proportional to the ratio of the eddy viscosity to the molecular 
viscosity. However, close to solid walls and some other interfaces, there are inevitably 
regions where the local Reynolds number of turbulence is so small that viscous effects 
dominate over the turbulent ones, and the molecular viscosity may be of the same order 
or larger than the turbulent viscosity, rendering the TKE-e model invalid. There are two 
methods of accounting for these regions in numerical processes for computing the tur­
bulent flow: the low-Reynolds-number model and the wall-function method. Basically, 
the methodolog>' of the low-Reynolds-number method is to devise the turbulence-model 
equations to be applicable throughout the laminar, semi-laminar, and fully turbulent 
regions. The details regarding implemention of the low-Reynolds-number model can 
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be found in Ref. [53]. In this study, the wall-function method was employed for the 
following two reasons: it economizes computer time and storage, and it allows the in­
troduction of additional empirical information in special cases, such as when the wall is 
rough. Consider the adjacent grid points W and P of a finite-difference grid on which 
the flow field is to be analyzed (see Figure 3.3). It is important to ensure that when 
using the wall-function method, point P is sufficiently remote from point H'. which lies 
on the wall, for Ret to be much greater than unity; so much greater in fact, that the 
viscous effects are entirely overwhelmed there by the turbulent ones. The definitions of 
shear stress on the wall and of the friction velocity are quoted here for convenience: 
d u  
The following two algebraic equations are used to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy 
and the turbulent dissipation in the applicable flow region: 
u  2 
k = (3.73) 
e = (3.74) 
(«J/) 
Therefore, the turbulent viscosity can be found by using the equation shown below; 
(3.75) 
where C^^ is 0.09 and K is 0.42. The flow region is applicable where the wall-function 
method is choosen by iteratively estimating the physical length y and then calculating 
the local Reynolds number there until Ret is much greater than unity. Therefore, de­
pending on the detail necessary, a coarser grid can be used in this near-wall flow field for 
economizing computational time and storage. In Chapter 5. a two-dimensional channel 
flow problem will be used to illustrate the guidelines for using the wall-function-method. 
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Figure 3.3 The near-wall nodes 
3.5 Solution Procedure-SIMPLER Algorithm 
The solution procedure for solving the discretized governing equations based on the 
SIMPLER algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) [51] is given 
below: 
STEP 1: Guess the velocity fields u. r and w. 
STEP 2: Calculate u .  v  and i h  pseudo-velocity fields using Equation 3.24 
through Equation 3.29. 
STEP 3: Calculate the source term of the pressure equation, bp. using Equation 3.31. 
and then solve Equation 3.30. the pressure equation, to obtain the 
p r e s s u r e  f i e l d ,  p .  
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STEP 4: Using p .  calculate the source terms of the momentum equations, and 
then solve Equations 3.S. 3.9 and 3.10 to obtain the uncorrected 
v e l o c i t y  f i e l d s  u ' .  v '  a n d  i c ' .  
STEP 5: Calculate the source term of the pressure correction equation. bp>. 
using Equation 3.54. and then solve Equation 3-53. the pressure 
c o r r e c t i o n  e q u a t i o n ,  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  p r e s s u r e  c o r r e c t i o n  f i e l d ,  p ' .  
STEP 6: Using p ' .  calculate the velocity correction fields u ' .  v '  and i c '  
from Equations 3.41. 3.42 and 3.43. 
STEP 7: Update the velocity fields using Equations 3.35. 3.36 and 3.37. 
STEP 8: Calculate the source terms of the TKE equation and c  equation using 
Equation 3.64 and Equation 3.65. 
STEP 9: Solve Equations 3.6S and 3.69 to obtain the TKE and c  distributions 
in the internal numerical domain, and then combine the 
information of TKE and e in the near-wall region obtained from 
Equations 3.73. 3.74 and 3.75 using the wall-function method. 
STEP 10: Return to STEP 2 and repeat until convergence is obtained. 
STEP 11: Calculate the other flow quantities, such as pressure coefficients on the body. 
3.6 Higher-Order Accuracy Schemes 
3.6.1 Motivation 
The SIMPLE [54] family of algorithms (SIMPLER [51]. SIMPLC [55]) has been 
very popular with the introduction of the Power-Law appro.ximation to the convection-
diffusion equation. The strength of the Power-Law scheme, beised on first-order upwind, 
is its diagonally dominant discretized equations with excellent convergence properties 
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and predictable, physically smooth solutions. However, for high Reynolds numbers flows 
with turbulent characteristics, the robustness of the first-order upwind approximation is 
severly handicapped by artificial diffusion obscuring the natural viscous processes. With 
a desire to reduce the false diffusion characteristic of the first-order upwind scheme and 
to maximize accuracy, several higher-order upwind schemes have been introduced [56.57]. 
Routine industry use of the higher-order schemes is not the order as yet attributable in 
part to the numerical instability traceable to the nonphysical oscillations in the regions 
of steep gradients. 
A popular approach to remedy some of the stability problems of the higher-order 
upwind schemes is to use the first-order upwind scheme as the basis, and assign the 
additional terms, from the higher-order treatment, to the source terms of the discretized 
equations to be treated explicitly. This simple and yet powerful technique retains the 
diagonal dominance of the discretized algebraic equations during the iterative updating 
without compromising the higher-order accuracy. Most of the procedures outlined in 
the literature [5S-63] for casting the higher-order schemes into special forms discuss the 
details only from the framework of uniform grid. 
By using Lagrange interpolation, which is suitable for the construction of higher-order 
schemes of any order, to represent the interface convection terms, this study introduces 
a technique for avoiding the misinterpretation of turbulent flow under high Reynolds 
number conditions that occur when using the Power-Law scheme. This is the direct result 
of Power-Law scheme neglecting the viscous terms when the absolute value of the Peclet 
number is greater than ten. Two higher-order schemes, namely, second-order upwind 
(SOU) [64.65] and QLTCK [66]. are chosen to demonstrate the formulation for uniform 
and non-uniform grid spacings without loss of generality. Furthermore, the properties of 
Lagrange interpolation are exploited to cast the higher-order discretized equations as a 
combination of first-order terms and source terms in an efficient and natural manner. L'se 
of Lagrange interpolation thus paves the way for algebraic manipulation of the higher-
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order schemes of any order, and for strict compliance with the Scarborough criterion as 
laid out by Patankar [51]. Detailed derivations of SOU and QUICK schemes based on 
Lagrange interpolation are given in Appendix B. 
Finally, there has been an incessant interest in the research community in finding the 
numerical simulation procedures that intelligently switch between schemes, depending on 
the local flow conditions, in order to retain the best properties of the various schemes. 
Despite improved results, widespread use of these techniques is lacking due to their 
inherent complexity. In this study, implementing the Power-Law scheme and higher-
order schemes such as SOU and QL'ICK together by switching from one to another 
based on the cell Reynolds number (Peclet number), is a newly developed approach to 
improve the poor stability characteristics which, in general, higher-order schemes inherit, 
without loss of computational accuracy. 
This scheme estimates the interface value by interpolating two upwind biased neigh­
bors of the interface and one downstream of the interface. Using the Lagrange inter­
polation. the final formulation of the three-dimensional discretized convection-diffusion 
equation in the QUICK scheme can be written as: 
3.6.2 QUICK Scheme 
a p o p  =  a s O E  +  d i r O v r  - j -  a s o s  +  a s O s  +  a j o r  +  QBOB +  b  (3.76) 
where 
Q E  =  D e  +  [[-Fj.O|] (3.77) 
avv = Du.. + [[F^.. 0]] (3.7S) 
a.v = Dn + H-Fn.Oj (3.79) 
a s  = D s  +  [[F,. OJ (3.S0) 
ar = Dt + [-F|..0]] (3.S1) 
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as = Di + CFi.OH (3.S2) 
ap = ue + a\v + as + as + Qr + as 
~(7lel^e-0l + Oj ) 
-(7lnlFn.0]j +(J24-'^.-0E ) 
~(7l«([^f-0E + ^6. Oj ) (3.S3) 
and 
6 = [ S i g O p  + 5 2 e O E E  — i ^ l e  + ^ 2e)0£}([—Fj.Oj] 
— {l\eO\V + "tieiOE — Op)}([Fe. Oj 
+ {7lu;OU'Vr + l 2 w O p  —  ("/itt- + 72ii')<5U"}[[/^a-0l] 
—{<^iu.'(cnr — Op) + ^ 2u-0£:}[[—Fa,. Oj 
+ {^lnOP + S2nO\S — (^In + ^ 2n )C».v} [[—F„. 0]] 
— {7lnOs + 72n(0;V — Op)}l[F„.0|] 
+ {7l5P5S + 725OP — (713 + 723)C)5}[IFj. 0]] 
-{<^u(os -  O p )  +  ( J25Oa- } [ [ - F,.0II 
+  { S \ t O p  +  5 2 t O T T  —  ( < ^ U  +  ^ 2 t ) O T ] \ — F t -  O l  
—{IUOB + ~!2t[or — op)}[[Fi;. 0| 
+  { l \ b O B B  +  l 2 b O p  — (716 + 726)Os}[IF6. Oj 
— { ^ i b ( O B  —  O p )  +  ^ 250t}([—Fa- Oj (3.S4) 
where 7*s and S ' s  are the geometric coefficients which are expressed by the following 
relations based on the index system shown in Figure 3.4: 
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•X-
i-2 i-1 
i-1/2 i+1/2 
i+1 i+2 
Figure 3.4 Index system of one-dimensional grid 
5, = i-^ )(—i ): 52 = i-^ )(-^-^ ) (3.8.5) 
X, _ 1  —  X i + I  X,_1 — X, X,+1 — X i  X,+1 — X,_1 
The coefficients along the y or r direction can be obtained by changing x to y or r and 
i to j or k. respectively. 
3.6.3 SOUM Eind QUICKM Schemes 
In Figure 3.5. the Power-Law scheme shows excellent agreement with the exact solu­
tion if the absolute value of the grid Peclet number is less than 6 [51]. This implies that 
the Power-Law scheme is capable of providing more accurate information when the grid 
Peclet number is located within this specific range. Therefore, a judicious combination 
of the SOU or QUICK schemes with the Power-Law scheme will be the optimal choice, 
not only to obtain a correct prediction, but also to preserve the stability and convergence 
characteristcs required for all numerical simulations. The flow chart shown in Figure 
3.6 highlights the concept for implementing the SOUM or QUICKM schemes. Hereafter 
QUICK and QLi^ICKM schemes with higher order accuracy are used for all numerical 
simulations. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Qualitative results from field observations of a living-tree shelterbelt under real at­
mospheric flow conditions, as well as a wind-tunnel flow visualization of scale-model 
fences were used to explore the fundamental phenomena of shelterbelt flow to help in 
the numerical modeling. Detailed procedures for these two experimental approaches are 
presented in the following sections. 
4.1 Field Observation 
This series of the field experiments was the result of a cooperative effort among the 
University of Nebraska, the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
and Iowa State University. The data shown here, including the vertical windspeed 
profiles, temperature distribution, wind direction at one level, relative humidity, and 
the static pressure differential across the living-tree shelterbelt. are obtained from two 
field observations that took place from Sep. 21-2S. 1993 and May S-15. 1994. The field 
site is located approximately 50 km north of Lincoln. N'E near Mead at 41° 10' North 
Latitude and 96°40' West Longitude. 
The broad objectives of this series of field experiments are to improve understanding 
of the aerodynamics of shelterbelts, and to apply that information in predicting the eco­
nomic impact of climate change on croplands protected by shelterbelts. The immediate 
goal of the first experiment is to explore the capabilities of the data acquisition system 
at this experimental site. Figure 4.1 shows the first measurement transect within the 
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experimental farm. Mast No. 1 was centered in a vegetable plot and remained at the 
same location throughout the experiment for recording the freestream airflow conditions. 
Masts No. 2 and No. .3 were moved across the alfalfa plot between the two east-west 
legs of the shelterbelt array for catching the aerodynamic data in the vicinity of the 
shelterbelt. The belts consist of two rows. .3 meters apart, of alternating pairs of green 
ash and white pine. During the measurement period the average width and height of 
the shelterbelt are 8 meters and 12 meters, respectively. Detailed information is shown 
in Figure 4.2. Each instrument mast has arms holding cup anemometers for measuring 
the windspeed. and thermistors for measuring the relative humidity at ten levels up to 
a 10-meter height. The thermistor attaches midway betvveen the anemometer and the 
mast at each level. There is one propeller-vane near the 4-meter level and a probe in a 
radiation shield mounted on the back brace of each mast for measuring the wind direc­
tion. temperature and relative humidity at a height of 1.5 meters. The static pressure 
differential across the shelterbelt is measured by a pressure transducer. Figure 4.3 is a 
sketch of the observation meist. 
The objectives of the second experiment are to record vertical profiles of the wind-
speed and temperature near a two-row eastern red cedar windbreak, to measure the 
gradients of static base pressure near the shelterbelt. and to begin measurements of 
wind and temperature profiles near the riparian sites. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the 
measurement transects and the dimension of the second experiment farm, respectively. 
The shelterbelt is formed by two rows of red cedar with an average height of 4.5 meters. 
The same equipment and similar procedures as the first experiment are utilized to obtain 
the aerodynamic information near this shelterbelt. 
In the interest of brevity, only some of the observed and analyzed results are illus­
trated. The details of the experimental site, apparatus, procedures, observation data 
and the data analyses are given in the reports [67-69]. In Figures 4.6 and 4.7. the posi­
tions of three observation masts and the vertical windspeed profile of each mast from set 
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No. 6 to set No. 10 of the first experiment are chosen to demonstrate the observation 
sequence and selected results of the field investigations. The windspeed distribution and 
the wind reduction percentage of set No. 21 from the second experiment are shown in 
Figure 4.S. It is clearly seen that the approximate logarithmic velocity profile in the up­
stream undisturbed flow region is captured, and a large amount of windspeed reduction 
is observed close to either the windside or lee side of the shelterbelt. 
Figure 4.9 shows the static pressure distribution across the shelterbelt of the second 
experiment conducted in 1994. Three different pressure gradient regions were found: a 
positive pressure gradient in the windward (from -loH to -IH), a deep pressure drop 
across the shelterbelt (-IH to +2H). and a gradual recovery region far downstream 
(+2H to -l-llH), where H is the height of the shelterbelt. It is this pressure distribution 
which causes the approaching oblique wind to orient parallel to the shelterbelt in the 
near windside. and then, perpendicularly to the belt as soon as the airflow contacts the 
leading edge of the shelterbelt. Finally, the wind direction in the far leeside gradually 
changes back to the upstream wind direction. The schematic representation of wind 
direction across the shelterbelt is shown in Figure 4.10. 
Two observed data sets. No. 1 and No. -53 from the second field experiment, il­
lustrating the wind direction distributions in the shelterbelt fiowfield. are selected to 
describe the phenomena mentioned above (see Figures 4.11). .According to the data 
regression analysis accomplished by Alkhalil [4]. the following conclusions can be drawn: 
a significant linear relationship with a positive slope is found at the lower level (below 
O.oH) between the angle of incidence, which is defined as the angle between the ap­
proaching wind and the direction normal to the shelter, and the windspeed reduction in 
the lee. This is because the increase in the distance travelled by the airflow across the 
shelterbelt results in an increase in frictional forces between the shelter elements and 
the air particles. 
The data also reveal a positive linear relationship between the windspeed in the open 
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and the reduced windspeed in the leeward of the shelterbelt. A higher windspeed of the 
undisturbed flow creates a larger pressure gradient between the windside and leeside of 
the shelterbelt. This significant amount of pressure drop imposes more deflection on 
the flow, which in turn increases the frictional forces as the airflow moves through the 
shelterbelt. so as to increase the sheltering effect behind the belt. 
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4.2 Flow Visualization 
A series of experiments for studying the airflow passing through two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional scaled porous fences has been conducted by using the Rockwell Collins 
960-1 smoke tunnel, shown in Figure 4.12. in the Department of .Aerospace Engineering 
and Engineering Mechanics at Iowa State University in May. 1994. Videotaping and 
photography provide static and dynamic techniques for visualizing the flow patterns 
surrounding the scaled models. The test section of the smoke tunnel is 37 inches by 
24 inches, with a 2.5-inch depth. Paraffinic oil is used to generate the smoke. Two 
sets of scaled models have been constructed: two-dimensional fences 12 inches by 2.5-
inches (aspect ration = 4.S) and three-dimensional fences 7.25 inches by l.o inches 
(aspect ration =4.83). Each model set. which is made of cardboard for easy cutting, has 
different porosities ranging from 0 % to 60% in 10 % increments. The reason the two 
or three dimensional models are defined is that the depth of the test section is the same 
as the depth of the two-dimensional model, so that the airflow can either move across 
the tip of the model or through the model if the model is porous. In contrast, in the 
three-dimensional model, the air not only can move across or through, but it can also 
go over the top of the fences since the height of the three-dimensional model is smaller 
than that of the test section. 
The focus of this series of tests is to measure the size of the wake behind the fence at 
different orientations of the model, but with fi.xed running conditions. Figure 4.13 dis­
plays a series of pictures showing the streamline contours surrounding the 20% porosity 
two-dimensional model from 0 degrees to 70 degrees with respect to the direction normal 
to the freestream. The wake region behind the model is clearly seen. The approaching 
flow tends to orient parallel to the fence and to penetrate the model perpendicularly. 
This phenomenon is consistent with both observations from the field experiment [4], and 
the findings from wind tunnel tests [70]. Quantitative comparisons of the wake width 
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between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional models are shown from Figures 4.1-1 
to 4.25. Results of this series of experiments can be summarized as follows: (11 The 
wake width decreases, which implies that the pressure drag decreases, when the porosit\ 
of the model increases. This situation prevails over all the running cases, both for two-
dimensional and three-dimensional models. (2) For each model with a certain porosity, 
the wake width decreases when the model becomes more parallel to the approaching 
flow. Since the thickness of the model is relatively small (0.12.5 inches), the friction 
effect induced by the air particles penetrating the fence is less significant compared to 
the case of living-tree shelterbelts. Therefore, the wind reduction in the near leeside is 
not strongly correlated with the orientation of these scaled fences. (3) If two compara­
tive models have the same porosity and the same orientation, due to three-dimensional 
relieving effect, the wake width in the lee of the three-dimensional model is always less 
than the wake width behind the two-dimensional one. 
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5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
TEST CASES 
Before, results of shelterbelt simulations are presented, a comparitive analysis of the 
higher order schemes evaluated are presented. 
5.1 Two-Dimeusional Test Cases 
5.1.1 2-D Driven-Cavity Flow 
.A. two-dimensional circulating flow of a fluid in a square cavity with three bounded 
sides and the top wall moving with constant speed is the first test problem chosen to 
assess the performance of the SOU. QUICK. SOUM and QUICKM schemes for mod­
eling the convective kinematics of the convection-diffusion equation. Three cases with 
Reynolds numbers ranging from 400 to 3200 and three levels of grids, namely. 22 by 22. 
42 by 42 and 82 by 82. are studied. The numerical results with the 22 by 22 non-uniform 
grids at Reynolds numbers 400 and 1000 are presented in this section. The results from 
the other running conditions are shown in Appendi.x B. 
The following simple algebraic equation is used to generate the smoothly varying 
grid: 
A'. = A'o + {[{i~l)/(ienJ-2)]'^} • L (5.1) 
where iend is the total number of grid points and i  is the index \'arying from I to iend. 
x, is the location on station number i. A'o is the origin and l is the total length of the 
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numerical domain. Stretching of the grid format is controlled by a parameter, Q. For a 
uniform grid, a is unity, ajid it is greater than one for a non-uniform grid. As a increases, 
the grid spacing becomes finer near the origin and becomes more uniform away from the 
origin. For the 22 by 22 non-uniform grid spacing, L is 0.5. iend is 12. i runs from 1 
to 12. A'o is zero and q is 2. We then use symmetry to generate the other half of the 
numerical domain. Figure -5.1 shows the physical domain with boundary conditions for 
the two-dimensional driven cavity problem, and the computational domain with the 22 
by 22 grid is shown in Figure 5.2. 
For all cases, fine grid solutions obtained using central difference, vorticity-stream 
function approach with the multigrid. by Ghia [71] are used as the benchmark. The 
results from the Power-Law scheme are also presented for illustrating the differences 
between the higher-order and lower-order schemes. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the hori­
zontal velocity distributions along the vertical centerlines for the 22 by 22 non-uniform 
grid for the Reynolds numbers 400 and 1000. It clearly shows that there are three cate­
gories of solution: SOU and QUICK schemes form one category. SOUM and QUICKM 
schemes belong to a second, and the third one is the Power-Law scheme. The results 
from the Power-Law scheme always show underestimatation with respect to the ref­
erence solutions, and the deviation becomes larger as the Reynolds number increases. 
The predictions using methods from the second category are always between those from 
the first and the third categories. For low Reynolds number cases. SOU and QUICK 
schemes can accurately model the centerline velocity distribution: however, for higher 
Reynolds number cases, the results obtained by using these higher-order schemes display 
significant overshoots compared to the benchmarks. In contrast. SOL^M and QUICKM 
schemes show better agreement with the reference solution for higher Reynolds num­
ber cases. It is observed that SOUM and QUICKM schemes start deviating from the 
Power-Law scheme at Re=400 and begin approaching the SOU and QUICK schemes 
at higher Reynolds number cases. This is because the range of Peclet numbers for the 
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low Reynolds number case is much smaller than that of the high Reynolds number case: 
the region eligible for using the Power-Law scheme in the numerical domain becomes 
smaller as the Reynolds number increases. 
The plots of convergent history (overall residual versus iteration number) for the 
cases of Reynolds number 400 and 1000 are given in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The definition 
of the overall residual is given as follows: 
- (5Ian6"n6 +^")]^ + H[ap " iY, / -V (5.2) 
where superscription u and v denote the coefficients belonging to the u and c momentum 
equations, respectively. P is the main grid, cind subscript nb stands for the neighboring 
grids with respect to P. N is the total number of grid cells in the computational domain. 
It is observed that the Power-Law scheme preserves better computational stability and 
displays excellent convergence characteristics for all studied czises. .A.s with all higher-
order schemes, SOU and QUICK schemes do not perform as well as the Power-Law 
scheme in terms of convergence characteristics. In most cases. QUICK shows better 
convergence characteristics than the SOL' scheme. For lower Reynolds numbers and 
coarse grid cases, the SOUM and QUICKM schemes exhibit the best convergent history 
compared to the SOU and QUICK schemes, especially, for a Reynolds number of 400 for 
the 22 by 22 grid spacing case. This benefit diminishes as the Reynolds number becomes 
higher. .Again, this is due to the reduced involvement of the Power-Law scheme when 
implementing these combination schemes as the cell Reynolds number increases. It is 
concluded that for the lower Reynolds number and coarse grid case, which is the most 
stable numerical testing condition and the one found to be most economical in terms 
of CPLi time, the SOL'M and QUICKM schemes are capable of providing accurate 
predictions and displaying better stability characteristics. In this study, the Power-Law 
scheme is used to obtain the preliminary information from the flow field, and then the 
QL'ICKM scheme is employed to analyze the shelterbelt aerodynamics. 
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5.1.2 2-D Backweird-Facing Step Flow 
A two-dimensional backward facing step flow with a parabolic inlet velocity profile is 
used as the second test problem. The physical domain is shown in Figure 5.7. In order 
to capture the velocity profile in the boundary layer, a finer grid is used in the middle 
region of the channel (see Figure 5.8). The computational domain is discretized by 102 
uniform grid horizontally and 102 stretched grid vertically. Test conditions change from 
Reynolds number 200 to 800, increasing by increments of 200. Streamline countours 
using the QUICKM scheme for four caises are shown in Figure 5.9. .A first-separation 
bubble behind the step is successfully captured. A second-separation region on the 
top wall is observed as the Reynolds reaches 600. which is consistent with the results 
obtained by Kim and Moin [72]. Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of the extension 
of the first-separation region among the QUICK. QUICKM and Power-Law schemes. 
The numerical prediction by Kim and Moin found by using the fractional-step method, 
and both experimental results and computational solution by using the TE.-\.CH scheme 
reported by .Armaly et al. [7.3]. are also shown in order to provide a reference solution. 
.Again, it is evident that the Power-Law scheme is only suflacient to provide correct 
information in lower Reynolds number cases. On the other hand, the QL^^ICK and 
QUICKM schemes display good agreement with the reference numerical results at higher 
Reynolds numbers cis well. 
.As the Reynolds number approaches 600. due to the three-dimensional nature of 
the experimental flow under such flow conditions, numerical predictions start to deviate 
from the experimental values, [7-3]. Comparison of the size of the secondary separation 
bubble is displayed in Figure 5.11. Underestimation of the numerical results using the 
Power-Law scheme is expected, and good agreement between the high-order schemes 
and the reference solution are reaffirmed. The plots of convergent history for Reynolds 
numbers ranging from 400 to 800 are given in Figures 5.12 to 5.15. The Power-Law 
scheme shows outstanding convergent characteristics for all cases, and the QUICKM 
scheme displays better convergent history than does QUICK, especially at Re=SOO. 
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 compare the horizontal velocity distributions among the Power-
Law, QUICK and QUICKM schemes. The results obtained from Gartling [74] using 
the finite element method are also shown for comparison. At seven channel heights 
downstream, the prediction from the Power-Law scheme is significantly off from the 
reference data, and QUICKM performs much better thaji the QL'ICK scheme. There is 
no distinction between the QUICK and QUICKM schemes for the u-velocity profile at 
the x=I5 channel heights location. In contrast, the Power-Law scheme underestimates 
the maximum velocity at the center and overpredicts the velocity closer to the walls. 
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5.1.3 2-D Flat-Plate Flow 
The third two-dimensional test problem used is the flow moving along a flat-plate. 
The Power-Law. QUICK and QUICKM schemes are used to simulate the flow field. Both 
laminar and turbulent cases are tested. Figure o.lS shows the physical domain and the 
boundary conditions. The computational domain with a 102 by 46 non-uniform grid is 
shown in Figure 5.19. The wall function is implemented within the flow region close to 
the wall, and the TKE-e model is used to simulate the turbulent eddy diffusivity in the 
flow region far from the solid boundary. .A. no-slip condition is applied to the flat-plate, 
with a prescribed inlet condition. The top boundary of the numerical domain is a free 
boundary. At the outlet boundary, the flow velocity is determined from that at the ne.xt 
inner parallel plane by scaling the latter such that the overall mass flow is conserved. 
Figure 5.20 depicts the laminar velocity profiles obtained from the Power-Law. QUICK 
and QUICKM schemes and compares them to the theoretical Blasius solution at Re=10"'. 
In the same figure, the velocity profiles of the turbulent boundary layer obtained by us­
ing the TKE-£ model in the QUICK and QUICKM schemes are also presented. The 
turbulent velocity profile has a much steeper slope at the wall. This implies that shear­
ing stress on the wall for the turbulent boundary layer is much larger than that for the 
laminar boundary layer. In this test problem, it is important that the TKE-e model be 
able to reflect the turbulent features of fluid flow at high Renolds number conditions and 
that the usage of wall function in the computational domain close to the solid boundaries 
be valid. The convergence history is shown in Figure 5.21. It is found that the Power-
Law scheme shows better convergent characteristics than the QUICK and QUICKM 
schemes, and the laminar simulation converges better than the turbulent ones for all 
three methods. 
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5.1.4 2-D Channel Flow 
A two-dimensional flow between two parallel plates is the fourth two-dimensional 
test problem. .Again, this simple flow problem, which involves baisic boundary conditions 
encountered in most internal flow problems, is employed for the purpose of studying the 
laminar and turbulent boundary layers and evaluating the performance of the TKE-
e turbulence modeling in conjunction with the wall-function method. In this case, a 
uniform velocity profile enters the channel, and the flow is allowed to fully develop before 
leaving the channel. Figure 5.22 shows the physical geometry as well as the boundary 
conditions of this test problem. N'o-slip conditions are applied to the top and bottom 
walls, and mass conservation is used to calculate the outlet normal velocity distribution 
without specifying any outflow boundary conditions. The flow enters the constant area 
channel and gradually develops along the length of the channel downstream. The channel 
length is decided according to the channel operation Reynolds number, which is defined 
b y  t h e  i n l e t  c o n s t a n t  v e l o c i t y ,  d e n s i t y ,  d y n a m i c  v i s c o s i t y  a n d  h a l f  o f  t h e  c h a n n e l  h e i g h t  h .  
i.e.. Re = to ensure fully developed flow at the channel outlet. The computational 
domain consisting of a 102 by 102 stretched grid is shown in Figure 5.23. The cross-
stream grid is symmetric about the central line and highly stretched close to the walls 
in order to resolve the boundary layer. The streamwise grid is uniform. Figure 5.24 
shows the horizontal velocity profiles at exit (20 channel heigts) using the Power-Law. 
QUICK and QUICKM schemes for the Reynolds number of 1000. The steep velocity 
gradient near the wall is clearly captured by the turbulent simulations using all three 
schemes. For laminar simulations, these three methods produce almost the same results. 
However, comparing to the data produced by the Power-Law and QUICKM schemes, the 
QUICK scheme over-predicts the velocity in the central flow region and under-estimates 
the velocity in the near-wall flow region for turbulent simulation. The convergence 
performance of these three schemes is shown in Figure 5.25. 
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5.1.5 2-D Block Flow 
In order to understand the flow phenomena related to the variations of Reynolds 
numbers and to pave the way for the simulation of a two-dimensional shelterbelt flow, the 
last test ceise considered is that of a flow over a two-dimensional square-block mounted 
on a ground plate. Figure 5.26 shows the physical domain. The upstream boundary of 
the computational domain is 30 unit-lengths away and the downstream boundary is 50 
unit-lengths away. The top boundary is located at a distance of 10 unit-lengths. The 
solution is solved on a 102 by 46 non-uniform mesh with a highly stretched grid near 
the body and ground. A partial view of the computational domain is shown in Figure 
5.27. -A. uniform velocity profile is the inlet boundary condition. No-slip conditions are 
enforced on the body surface and the ground plate. On the top boundary, a freestream 
boundary condition is applied. During calculation, the velocity and viscosity inside the 
solid body are reset to zero and infinity, respectively. 
To ensure numerical stability and convergent characteristics, the Power-Law scheme 
is the only method used for this test case. Wall function is applied to the flow regions 
near the block and the ground plate. Running conditions with Reynolds numbers of 50. 
100 and 1000 are used for laminar flow analysis, and turbulent flow simulation starts 
from Re=1000 and ranges to Re= 100000. Three flow recirculation regions, i.e. frontal, 
top and rear regions, surrounding the square-block are observed. It is found that for 
both laminar and turbulent simulations, these flow regions continue to e.xtend when 
the Reynolds number increases. Figure 5.28 illustrates the changing sequences of the 
streamline countours for all test cases. .A.t a Reynolds number of 1000, both the front 
and rear recirculation areas from laminar simulation are greater than the predictions 
from the turbulent simulation. This is because the kinetic energy of fluid particles in 
turbulent flow is much larger than that of laminar flow. Therefore, the turbulent flow 
remains attached to the body and the ground much longer than laminar flow. 
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5.2 Three-Dimensional Test Cases 
5.2.1 3-D Driven-Cavity Flow 
A three-dimensional impulsively started lid-driven cavity flow is the first test problem 
used to verify the three-dimensional codes. The physical domain of the unit cube is 
shown in Figure 5.29. No-slip conditions are assumed on all solid boundaries. The 
constant lid velocity, i'ud. is set to be unit. No inflow or outflow boundaries need to be 
specified. Even though the flow is symmetrical about the center plane, the governing 
equations must be solved for the entire numerical domain to avoid solving the periodic 
flow at the center plane. A 22 by 22 by 22 non-uniform grid with fine grid toward 
the boundaries, as shown in Figure 5.30, is employed. The flow is characterized by the 
Reynolds number, which is defined by: Re = where h is the length of the cubic 
cavity, f i  is the dynamic viscosity and p  is the density of the fluid. 
The distribution of the u-velocity at the center plane obtained from the Power-Law. 
QUICK and QUICKM schemes for laminar simulation are compared with the laminar 
numerical results from other researcher [75]. Figures 5.31 to 5.33 depict the velocity 
(u) distributions along the vertical centerline on the xt/-center plane. It is evident 
that QUICK shows overshoots near the bottom boundary for all three test conditions. 
Since the range of Peclet numbers for the usage of the Power-Law scheme is large for 
Reynolds numbers of 100 and 400 (64% and 16%). the predictions from QLTCKM are 
almost the same as the ones from Power-Law scheme. .At a Reynolds number of 1000. the 
Peclet number range applicable for using the Power-Law scheme drops to 6%. Therefore. 
QUICKM begins deviating from the Power-Law scheme. This phenomenum is consistent 
with the findings for two-dimensional cavity flow. A comparison of convergence history 
for the Power-Law. QUICK and QUICKM schemes at a Reynolds number of 1000 is 
given in Figure 5.34. .A.gain. QUICKM offers better convergence characteristics than the 
QUICK scheme. 
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5.2.2 3-D Duct Flow 
The second test case computed with the QUICK. QUICKM and Power-Law schemes 
is the three-dimensional square-duct flow. This type of simple, yet important, three-
dimensional flow problem often encountered in real-life applications (such as the flow 
in turbomachiner>', the flow over the rear section of a lifting body, and the flow in an 
opened-channel) is chosen to test the three-dimensional applicabilty of these numerical 
schemes. Except for the fact that in nature the square-duct flow is more complicated 
close to the wall intersections, it has many features in common with the two-dimensional 
channel flow which heis been discussed in section 5.1.4. Figure 5.35 shows the schematic 
diagram of the square-duct flow field, as well as the boundary conditions used for the 
numerical simulation. Uniform velocity at the inlet and no-slip conditions at the walls 
are the boundary conditions. The computational domain is constructed by a 102 by 22 
by 22 nonuniform grid as shown in Figure 5.36. Wall function is applied to the flow 
region near the solid walls. The duct width. D. is the characteristic length used to 
calculate the operational Reynolds number. Re = —.A.t a Reynolds number of 1000. 
" Aoc 
the horizontal velocity profiles on the j(/-centerplane at the station of 30 duct-widths 
are shown in Figure 5.37. For laminar simulation, all three methods produce almost 
the same results. However, the QUICKM scheme shows slightly more overshoots at the 
center than QUICK, which is different from the findings for two-dimensional channel 
flow. .A. larger velocity gradient close to the solid boundary is captured for the turbulent 
simulation. 
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6 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SHELTERBELT FLOW 
6.1 Governing Equations 
The Reynolds averaged three-dimensional differential equations governing the tur­
bulent. steady, incompressible shelterbelt flow in Cartesian coordinates take the form: 
mass equation: 
d { p u )  ,  d { p v )  ,  d [ p w )  ^  ^  
- a r  + - S T ~  "  '  '  
u-momentum equation: 
d { p u u )  d { p u v )  d { p u w )  d ,  d u  d ,  d u  d  d u  
+ —3r-= d x  '  d y  d z  d x  d x  d y  B y  d z  d z  
d p  r  d  ,  d u ^  d  ,  d i \  d  ,  d w  (6.21 
v-momentum equation: 
d ( p v u )  d { p v v )  d { p v w )  d  ,  d v  d  ,  d v  d  ,  d v  
"W ^ "ST ~ar' = + Ty^^"'Ty^ ' 
d p  , d  d u  d  d v  6  d w  
w-momentum equation: 
d [ p w u )  d ( p w v )  d ( p w w )  d ,  d i L \  d ,  d v L '  d  .  d w  ST- + — + sr- = aT''a7' 
d p  , d ,  d u ^  d ,  d i \  d ,  d u \ ,  
"a7 a?" ~ 
TKE equation: 
d j p k u )  d { p k v )  d { p k w )  _  d  a ^ f f  d k  d  d k  d  P e f j  d k  
d x  d y  d z  d x  ( T k  d x  d y  d y  d z  c T k  d z  
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+(G —pc) (6.5) 
Dissipation equation: 
d j p t u )  d { p t v )  d i p t w )  ^  
d x  d y  d z  d x  o - j  d x  d y  d y  d :  c r ^  d z  
+|(Ci(S-C2pe) (6.6) 
where the xj/r-coordinate represents the global coordinate system, and d F ' s .  which are 
functions of the porosity of the shelterbelt. are the drag force terms due to the deficit 
of momentum when flow moves across the shelterbelt. Detailed discussions of these 
additional source terms is presented in the following section. 
6.2 Source Terms due to Drag Forces 
Based on fundamental aerodynamics, total drag is composed of normal pressure drag 
and the skin friction drag. Both drag components are functions of freestream velocity. 
fluid density, p .  reference area .4 and the orientation of the object, a  (angle of 
attack). Traditionally, the freestream dynamic pressure, defined as is used to 
normalize all aerodynamic forces acting on solid bodies, such as aircrafts and missiles. 
.A.S for the shelterbelt flow, porosity, which determines the structure of shelterbelt. is one 
of the major factors influencing the shelterbelt flow-field. It is observed that the flowfield 
near a living-tree shelterbelt is extremely complicated and is a strong function on the 
permeability of the trees. Therefore, using the local flow conditions to characterize 
the momentum deficit, which produces the drag terms in the governing equations of 
the shelterbelt flow, is a proper approach for analyzing the shelter effect of a porous 
shelterbelt. The drag terms shown in the governing equations are expressed in terms 
of the local values and local coordinate system. Detailed procedures for transformation 
between two coordinate systems are given in Appendix E. 
I 
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If Cr- C y .  C -  are the force coefficients in the global coordinate system, and O. Cq. O 
are the force coefficients in the local coordinate system then: 
dF, = • C, • dA 
— \p^tot[ytot • coso • cosd • CB — Vtot • sino • Co + Vtot • coso • sinO - Cr] • dA 
— ^P^toAu • Cr + u' • coso • CB — Vtot • sino • Co] • dA 
=> dFjr = ^pVtot • </.4[u • CR + u' • COSO • CB — Vtot • SINO - CO] (6.7) 
d F y  =  \ p V t o t ^  •  C y  •  d A  
= \^pVtot[Vtot • sino • cosO • CB + Vtot • coso • CO + Vtot • sino • sinO • CR] • dA 
= \^pVtot[v • CR + a- • sino • CB + Vtot • coso • CO] • dA 
d f y  = -pVtot • • CR + IV • sino • CB + Vot • coso • CO] (6.S) 
d f .  1 = :^pVtot^ • C- • dA 
= -:^pVtot[—Vtot • sind • Cfl + 0 + Vtot • cosO • Cr] • dA 
= \^pVtot[w - Cr - V^y • CB] • dA 
^ dFz = \pVtot • • Cr — Vry " Cfl] (6.9) 
where Vtot is the total velocity, which has the velocity components, liy and Vi;. on the 
X — y and x — z planes, respectively. 
Special case (1): If 0 = 90'', the flow is on the x  —  y  plane, and then, w  = 0. Cg = 
0. and Vtot = Vry. Equations 6.7 to 6.9 become: 
dFr = \pVry[u Cr- v -  Co] • dA (6.10) 
d F y  = - Cr + u • Co] •  d A  (6.11) 
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dF, = \pVry[^ • Cr - • 0] - J.4 = 0 (6.12) 
Special czise (2): If o = 0". the flow is on the x  —  z  plane, and then, v  = 0. C© = 0-
Vfot = Vx;. Vtot • cosO = Vi; • COS0 = iv. and Vtot • sind = • sinQ = u. Equations 6.7 to 
6.9 become: 
dFj: = \^pVrz[u • Cr + It* • Cff] • dA (6.13) 
dfy = ^/3Vx:[0 • Cr + u* • 0 + 0] - <f.4 = 0 (6.14) 
d f ;  =  •  C r  —  u  •  C e \  •  d A  (6.15) 
In this study, special case (1) is adpated for the analysis of a two-dimensional shel-
terbelt. Following the notations and the sign conventions used in aerodynamics, i.e.. 
Cr = Cd.Co = —C/. Equations 6.10 and 6.11 can be written as: 
dFj: = )^pVj;y[u • Cd + V • Cf] • dA (6.16) 
and 
- C d  -  u  •  C f ] - d A  (6.11 
where Cd and C/ are the normal pressure drag and the skin friction drag, repectively. 
By using Equations 6.16 and 6.17. the final governing equations for two-dimensional 
shelterbelt flow become: 
mass equation: 
^ + ^  = 0 (6.1S) 
ax ay 
u-momentum equation: 
d { p u u )  d { p u v )  d  d u  d  d u  
dx dy dx di dy dy 
d p  . d  d u  d  ,  d v  
~ ~ p V x y [ u  '  Cd + V • C/\-dA (6.19) 
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v-momentum equation: 
d { p v u )  d { p v v )  d  d v  d  d v  
dx "*• dy ~ 
d p  . d  d u  d  d v  
— ^ p V i v [ i '  - Cd — u-Cf\- dA (6.20) 
TKE equation: 
d j p k u )  d j p k v )  ^  _ 5 _ / / f £ Z / ^ x  ,  — ( I f l L L — )  
dx dy dx <7fc dx dy ak dy 
+ { G - p c )  (6.21) 
Dissipation equation: 
d j p e u )  d j p e v )  ^  ,  9  f i , / f  d e  
dx dy dx dx dy <Tt dy 
+^{CiG-C2pt) (6.22) 
where Vrj, denotes the total velocity on the global x  —  y  plane. Details of linearization 
of these source terms due to the drag forces are described in .Appendix F. 
6.3 Shelterbelt Simulations 
The QUICKM scheme is used to predict the flow pattern for a shelterbelt correspond­
ing to that used in the experiment described by Bradley and Mulhearn [19] and Finnigan 
and Bradley [20]. The numerical model with 50% porosity is the focus of the numerical 
investigation in this study. The upstream boundary of the computational domain is 30 
shelter-heights away and the downstream boundary is 50 shelter-heights away. The top 
boundary is located at a distance of 10 shelter-heights. A typical velocity profile in the 
atmospheric boundary layer, which is consistent with the observed undisturbed velocity 
profile provided by Wilson [21], is the inlet boundary condition. .Again, conservation of 
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mass to balance the inlet and outlet mciss flow rates is used for updating the outflow 
boundary. The TKE-e equations are solved in the interior numerical domain, and wall 
function is applied to the flow regions near the solid boundaries. The numerical domain 
is non-uniformly divided into 30 cells upwind, 68 cells downwind and 2 uniform cells in­
side the shelterbelt along the streamvvise direction. There are 20 uniform cells inside the 
shelterbelt and 24 non-uniform cells on top of the shelterbelt along the vertical direction. 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the physical and computational domains, respectively. 
Since information about the drag coefficient related to the porosity of the shelterbelt 
is unavailable, the following approach is employed to investigate the flow field of a 
shelterbelt with 50% porosity. By neglecting the skin friction drag, a zero porosity (or 
100% solidity) shelterbelt is used to esitimate the static pressure drop when the flow 
moves across the shelterbelt. From this simulation a drag coefficient of 1.26 is obtained 
by normalizing the static pressure drop across the shelterbelt by using the freestream 
dynamic pressure. It is reasonable to assume that the value of the drag coefficient for a 
50% porosity shelterbelt must be between 0 known for a shelterbelt with 100% porosity, 
and the 1.26 calculated for a shelterbelt with 0% porosity. A drag coefficient of 0.15. 
normalized by the freestream dynamic pressure for a shelterbelt with 50% porosity, is 
obtained by adjusting the value of the drag coefficient until the numerical result matches 
well with the available observed data. 
Figure 6.3 displays the comparisons of vertical profiles of normalized horizontal wind-
speed at 4.2 shelter-heights on the leeside for a 50% porosity shelterbelt. The unfilled 
squares are the freestream velocity distribution from the field obervation [21]. and the 
dotted line is the inlet velocity profile used for numerical simulation. The unfilled circles 
represent the observed data at x/H=4.2 on the leeside, where H denotes the height 
of shelterbelt. The solid line is the simulated result from Wang and Takle [37]. The 
numerical data from turbulent modeling using the QUICKM scheme is presented by the 
dashed line which diplays good agreement with the experimental data. It is found that 
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Figure 6.2 Numerical domain of the shelterbelt flow 
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Figure 6.3 Compcixisons of numerical and observed vertical profiles of nor­
malized horizontal windspeed a.t x/H = 4.2 downwind 
a small recirculation region near the shelterbelt on the windside is not observed by the 
field experiment, or in Wang's simulation. The field experiment perhaps did not have 
any data in this region. 
The comparison of horizontal profiles of normalized horizontal windspeed at fixed 
heights y/H=OA and y/H=l.9 are shown in Figure 6.4. The unfilled circles and triangles 
stand for the observed data, and the simulated results from Wang are displayed by the 
solid and dotted curves. In addition, four curves of numerical data using the QUICK.M 
scheme are also plotted. Evidently, the horizontal distribution of the u-velocity gradually 
recovers to the undisturbed condition from y/H=OA. O.S. 1.9 to 4.0. Both numerical 
data at y/H=QA and at y/H=l.9 compare well to the observed data. However, the 
prediction at y/H=OA gives a smaller rate of recovery towards the upstream conditions. 
In this study, there is a secondary separation flow occurring at x/H=2o downwind, not 
observed earlier. It is believed that the flow field becomes unsteady when the Reynolds 
lOS 
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Figure 6.4 Comparisons of numerical and observed horizontal profiles of 
normalized horizontal vvindspeed at z/H=QA and j///=1.9 
number is in the range of l.OE+05 and higher under standard atmospheric conditions, 
and an average undisturbed vvindspeed of 3 to 5 meters per second. Therefore, unsteady 
simulation is required for better predictions of the shelterbelt flow. The vertical u-
velocity profiles at diffrent leeward locations are depicted in Figure 6.5. A progressive 
recovery of the u-velocity to the freestream condition (x///=-lo) is expected in the 
leeside. 
For a better understanding of the relationship between the porosity of the shelterbelt 
and the drag coefficient normalized by undisturbed dynamic pressure, a series of test 
conditions with Cj. value changing from 0.0 to 1.25 is evaluated. Again, skin friction 
drag is neglected in this series of tests. Four ranges, namely, an extremely loose range, 
a loose range, a medium dense range and a dense range, are classified based on the 
dimensions of the flow recirculation region in the lee of shelterbelt. It is found that 
no influence on the flovvfield for shelterbelts with Cd value less than 0.1. When the Cj 
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Figure 6.5 Numerical vertical profiles of normalized horizontal windspeed 
at different downwind locations 
becomes larger than 0.1. a recirculation region occurs in the lee of shelterbelt. .A.s the 
value of the drag coefficient increzises. the size of the leeward recirculation increses. The 
recirculation region on the windside also grows, as the Cj inreases. .A.t a Cj of 0.27. 
the leeward recirculation region reaches a maximum with a length of 1-3 H and a height 
of 1.4 H. .\fter that, the length of the recirculation decreases, but the height keeps 
increcising. .A.s the Cd approaches 0.65. the sizes of the recirculation regions are 2.3 H in 
length and 0.6 H in height for the windward recirculation region, and ~ H \n length and 
2.3 H in height for the leeward one. The dimensions of these two regions remain nearly 
constant for Cd values larger than 0.65. In other words, shelterbelt porosity higher than 
the drag coefficient of 0.65 no longer affects the flowfield of shelterbelt. 
The results from this investigation, i.e., a medium dense shelterbelt offers the optimal 
shelter efficiency, is consistent with the findings from N'agaeli, reported by Eimern et al. 
[6]. .Alkhalil [4], and Wang and Takle [37]. The relationship between the porosity of the 
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Figure 6.6 Relationship between the drag coefficient normalized by 
freest ream dynamic pressure and the solidity of shelterbelt 
shelterbelt and the drag coefficient normalized by undisturbed dynamic pressure is il­
lustrated in Figure 6.6. and the streamline plots for various Ci values together with the 
one for a solid shelterbelt are shown in Figure 6.7. 
.A second series of analysis is conducted using the drag coefficients normalized by 
local dynamic pressure, which is denoted by Cd^iocai^ in order to study the complicated 
flow patterns near or inside the shelterbelt. In this series of test, the skin friction drag 
coefficient is assumed to be one-tenth of the Cd-iocai- The Cd^iocai 's determined by 
fitting the simulated results to the ones obtained from the first test series under the 
same running conditions. 
The correlation between the drag coefficients normalized by undisturbed and local 
dynamic pressure are revealed in Figure 6.S. Since the local velocity decreases when 
the porosity of shelterbelt decreases, the Cd-iocai keeps increcising to infinity cis the drag 
coefficient expressed by the undisturbed velocity becomes closer to the upper limit (solid 
I l l  
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Figure 6.7 Streamline contours of different drag coefficients normalized by 
freestream dynamic pressure: Cd=0.15. 0.19. 0.27. 0.3o. 0.45. 
0.75. and a solid shelterbelt from bottom to top 
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line with Cd~aoiid — 1-26- ^ shown in Figure 6.S). From the emperical point of view, 
it is unrealistic to normalize the drag coeflBcient by local dynamic pressure due to the 
diflBculty of mezisuring the local velocity for the denser shelterbelt: therefore, a horizontal 
line drawn on CdsoUd = 0-3 indicates that this approach is applicable for simulation of 
the medium dense shelterbelts. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The focus of the present study is to develop an unsteady, three-dimensional, in­
compressible and control volume-based Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes flow solver to 
simulate the aerodynamic characteristics of shelterbelt flow. 
To develop a better understanding of the characteristics of shelterbelt flow which can 
help in the numerical modeling, results from two field observations were used. These 
provided the primary air field information of living-tree shelterbelts under atmospheric 
boundary conditions. .A. wind-tunnel flow visualization of scaled-model fences was also 
conducted for exploring the fundamental phenomena of the flow patterns surrounding 
the shelterbelts. It is found that: 1) The incident angle of the approaching flow is 
strongly related to the leeward windspeed reduction close to the ground (less than 0.5 
shelter-heights). A large angle of incidence causes an increase in the distance travelled 
by the flow through the shelterbelt. which results in the skin friction force between 
the air and the shelter elements increasing: therefore, a significant windspeed reduction 
occurs on the leeside. 2) The static pressure gradient between the windside and leeside 
of the shelterbelt increases when the approaching windspeed increases. 3) For both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional models under the same flow conditions, the wake 
area decreases when the porosity of the model fence increases. 4) Increasing the incident 
angle results in a decrease of the wake area, which contradicts the findings described in 
1) and 2). This situation happens because the thickness of the model is so minimal that 
the friction effect induced by the airflow penetrating the fence is less significant than 
that of a living-tree shelterbelt. Furthermore, when the model becomes more parallel 
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to the approaching flow, the form drag decreases due to a smaller reference area (or so 
called wetted area): therefore, a smaller wake area behind the fence is expected. 5) If two 
comparable models have the same porosity and same orientation, the wake area in the 
leeward of a two-dimensional fence is always less thaa the one behind a three-dimensional 
fence for all test cases. 
The Power-Law scheme fails to reflect the turbulence characteristics of shelterbelt 
flow by dropping the diffusion terms when the absolute v'alue of the Peclet number is 
greater than ten. A new formulation to represent the interface convective kinematics 
which uses the Lagrange interpolation to correlate the primary variables (u and v) among 
the main grid and the upstream and downstream nodal values hcis been developed to 
remedy this problem. This technique, which automatically satisfies the Scarborough 
criterion, allows the discretized governing equation to be formulated as a combination 
of first-order terms and source terms in an eflBcient and natural manner without loss 
of generality. Furthermore, two higher-order schemes. SOU and QUICK, are combined 
with the Power-Law scheme in order to retain accuracy without loosing stability and 
convergence characteristics. 
.A. two-dimensional driven-cavity flow problem is used to assess and verify the perfor­
mance of these newly developed schemes, namely. SOU. SOUM. QUICK and QUICKM. 
The conclusions are summarized as follows: 1) The SOL* and QUICK schemes with 
higher-order accuracy features are certainly better models than the Power-Law scheme 
for investigating fluid flow problems with higher Reynolds number flow conditions. How­
ever. these higher-order schemes not only suffer from poor convergence, but also overesti­
mate eis the Reynolds number increases. .A. cautious adjustment of the relaxation factors 
and the correct choice of grid in the computational domain are necessary for ensuring the 
stability and obtaining convergent solutions. 2) The Power-Law scheme is accurate for 
simulating flow problems with lower Reynolds numbers. Excellent stability and conver­
gence characteristics observed for all the cases in this study reveal the robustness of the 
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Power-Law scheme. 3) The SOUM and QUICKM. modified higher-order schemes are 
formulated in an attempt to combine the advantages of both the Power-Law scheme and 
the higher-order schemes while avoiding the drawbacks of both. Performance of these 
modified schemes is shown at a Reynolds number of 400 with 22 by 22 and 42 by 42 
grid spacings for the driven-cavity problem. The advantages of good convergence char­
acteristics start to diminish as the Reynolds number increases or the resolution of the 
computational domain becomes higher. This is due to the fact that the range of Peclet 
numbers becomes larger when the Reynolds number increases: therefore, the range of 
using the Power-Law scheme decreases. 4) Further study should be focused on the range 
for implementing the Power-Law scheme with a combination of higher-order schemes, in 
order to fully understand the characteristics of these modified schemes. 
In this study, the TKE-e model is adopted for simulation of turbulent flow, the 
characteristic of shelterbelt flow under the atmospheric conditions. The TKE-e model 
is applicable in a fully turbulent flow. However, close to solid walls and some other 
interfaces, there are inevitably regions where the local Reynolds number of turbulence 
is so small that molecular viscous effects dominate the turbulent effects. The molecular 
viscosity may also be of the same order or larger than the turbulent viscosity, rendering 
the TKE-e inNuIid. The wall-function method was employed to solve this problem for 
reasons of CPU time and storage. 
.A.fter using seven classical test problems (five 2-D and two 3-D test cases) to check the 
performance of the Power-Law. QUICK and QUICKM schemes, the QUICKM scheme 
and the TKE-e model for the general domain, and the wall function for regions close 
to the solid boundaries were found to be suitable for simulatng the shelterbelt flow. 
For better predictions, drag terms due to pressure and skin friction, which all artificial 
windbreaks and living-tree sherterbelts possess, have been included in the momentum 
equations. The drag coefficients obtained by normalizing the static pressure drop (using 
either freestream or local dynamic pressure) are analyzed to establish the relationship 
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with the porosity of the shelterbelt. 
A numerical model with 50% porosity is the focus of this series of numerical investi­
gations. First, by neglecting the skin friction drag, a value for the normal pressure drag 
coefficient of 1.26 for a solid shelterbelt model is obtained by normalizing the static pres­
sure drop across the shelterbelt using freestream dynamic pressure. .A. drag coefficient of 
0.15. normalized by freestream dynamic pressure for a shelterbelt with 50% porosity, is 
obtained by adjusting the value of Cj. until the numerical result matched well with the 
available observed data. The simulated results agree well with the experimental data. 
In order to fully understand the relationship between the porosity of the shelterbelt 
and the drag coefficient normalized by the undisturbed dynamic pressure, the first series 
of investigations with Cd value changing from 0.0 to 1.25 is implemented after neglecting 
the skin friction drag. Four distinct zones are characterized based on the size of the flow 
separation region in the lee of the shelterbelt. The simulated results reveal that the 
ma.ximum protected distance in the leewside occurs for a shelterbelt with a porosity of 
20% to 40%. This conclusion is consistant with the findings from field observations and 
numerical simulations by other researchers. 
.Assuming that the skin friction drag coefficient is one-tenth of the Cd-iocai- the cor­
relation between the drag coefficients normalized by either undisturbed or local dynamic 
pressure is studied in a second series of analyses. Since the local velocity becomes zero 
at the stagnation point on the solid model, the Cd-iocai approaches infinity: therefore, 
using the drag coefficient normalized by the local dynamic pressure is limited to the 
simulation of the flow field of a shelterbelt with higher porosity. However, this approach 
is valid and proper for analyzing medium-dense shelterbelts. which are used very often 
in real-life application. The overall simulation of the shelterbelt flow using this newly 
developed numerical scheme shows satisfactory agreement with both field experiments 
and other available numerical model results. Therefore, it has proved to be a useful tool 
for performing further analysis of shelterbelt aerodynamics. 
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The recommendations for possible areas of future research and improvements to the 
current study are highlighted next: 
1) The shelterbelt flow in the atmospheric boundary layer has to be studied as an 
unsteady flow. 
2) The energy equation associated with conservation of heat needs to be added 
to the governing equations in order to include the thermal effects due to temperature 
stratification in the atmospheric boundary layer. 
3) A series of wind tunnel investigations is required to provide proper information 
for building a relationship between the drag coefficient and the porosity of the model-
shelterbelt. 
4) The relationship of the geometric characteristics of the shelterbelt. such as the 
height, the width, the aspect ratio (ratio of the shelter-span to the shelter height), and 
the shelter efficiency is a very important topic for further investigation. 
5) It is observed that the wind in a neutral environment rarely blows perpendicular to 
a shelterbelt. Oblique wind significantly affects the windspeed reduction on the leeside 
of a shelterbelt. Therefore, a thorough study of the relation between the incident angle 
of the approaching wind and the shelter effect is required. 
6) The numerical model developed in this current study is capable of simulating a 
shelterbelt with a non-uniform distribution of porosity. This technique, which uses the 
drag coefficient normalized by local dynamic pressure to characterize the momentum 
deficit, offers significant capabilities for more complicated shelterbelt configurations as 
well. 
l i s  
APPENDIX A ZERO-EQUATION TURBULENCE 
MODELS 
Two famous algebraic turbulence models, namely the Cebeci-Smith model [76] and 
the Baldwin-Lomax model [77] were tested along with TKE-c model during the turbulent 
model selection process and are presented here for completion. 
Cebeci-Smith Model 
The turbulent boundary layer is considered to be formed by two regions, an inner 
region and an outer region, with different expressions for the eddy viscosity coefficient 
due to the turbulent intensity generated by the solid boundary. 
The shearing stress on the wall is defined as: 
The effective viscosity is the sum of the laminar molecular viscosity, which is a constant, 
and the turbulent dynamic viscosity, i.e.. 
(A.l) 
and the friction velocity is defined by: 
f i t  (A.3) 
The vorticity is defined as: 
I w 1=1 V X V I 
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For two-dimensional flow: 
For three-dimensional flow: 
-1 ,du .„  ,d i \„  
_ dv du dw dv ,du die ,  .  
The value of parameter, .A"*", is either 26 or is given by: 
.4+= 26[1(A.6) 
pur^ 
The variable length, j/"*", is defined by: 
y  = — (A.<) 
i^i 
For the inner region, the turbulent viscosity can be calculated using the following for­
mula: 
fJ' t . inner =  P '  ' I I 
where Imii is defined by: 
/m.r = «•!/• [1 - (A.9) 
and K = 0.41 is the Von Karman constant while y is the geometric coordinate. 
For the outer region, the boundary displacement thickness is defined as: 
i- = f\ l  - (A.IO) 
Jo i  e 
where Ue is the external velocity at the boundary layer edge. 
The function F represents the influence of the intermittency at the edge of the boundary 
layer and is given by the empirical formula: 
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where 5 is the boundary layer thickness. Therefore, the turbulent viscosity can be found 
using the following equation: 
The switch from the inner to the outer value of the turbulent viscosity occurs at the 
position i/c- where the inner value becomes equal to the outer value as shown in Figure 
.A., that is: 
The main disadvantage of using the Cebeci-Smith model is the difficulty of calculating 
the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer and the local boundary thickness. There­
fore. the evaluation of the boundary displacement thickness shown in Equation .A.. 10 is 
nearly impossible. In order to remedy this problem. Baldwin and Loma.x modified the 
estimation of the outer part of the eddy viscosity. This modification is shown in the 
following section. 
Baldwin-Lomax Model 
The definitions of these parameters are exactly the same as those defined in the 
Cebeci-Smith model. 
For the inner region: 
outer — Q '  p '  C e • S '  F (A.r2) 
fJ-t  — P-t ,outer i f  y ^ Uc 
inner if V ^ Uc 
l^iAnner mix (.\.i:3) 
For the outer region: 
outer = 0.0168 •  3  • F • ymax '  Fmax (A.14) 
where the intermittency function F is expressed by: 
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Figure A.l Two-layer edge viscosity model 
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and the paranneters. a and 3. are 0.3 and 1.6, respectively. 
The function, P is defined as: 
r = i/[l — A+ '] • I liJ I (.A..16) 
and ymax is the ma.ximum value of y when V attains its maximum value. Fmax-
APPENDIX B FORMULATION OF HIGHER-ORDER 
ACCURACY SCHEMES 
Governing Equations 
The governing equations for the two-dimensional steady convection-diffusion trans­
port of 0. any dependent variable, vvritten in a Cartesian coordinate system is: 
d{puo) d(pvo) _  d do e  do 
where is the diffusivity and 5© is the source. 
The discretized form of the above generic equation intergrated over a typical control 
volume is given by: 
ap Op = aE oe + Qvv 0\v + o.\ '  o.v + as os + b (B.2) 
where a's are coefficients made up of diffusive and convective fluxes and 6 is the source 
term. .A^dopting Patankar's notation [51]. the coefficients. a£. an*. a,\. as and ap of the 
above equation for \'arious schemes are compactly given by: 
a £ =  D , . 4 ( | P , | )  +  | I - F , . 0 I 1  :  a v v  =  D , . 4 ( 1 P ^ 1 )  +  [ [ F ^ . O E  
a A -  =  Z ) „ . 4 ( | P „ | ) 4 - [ [ - F „ . 0 ] ]  :  a s  = [ [ F , , 0 ^  
ap = a£ + a\f  + a^v + as 
where D is the diffusional flux coefficient. F is the mass flu.x through the control surface 
and P is the grid Reynolds number (Peclet number) given by P = F/D. .4(|F|) is 
a function of the local Peclet number and takes on different values depending on the 
schemes being used. For the first-order upvvinding scheme. -4(1^1) takes the \-alue of 1. 
and for Power-Law scheme, A(|P|) = [[0,(1 — 0.1|F|)°]]. 
Leaving the diffusive terms unchanged, if we focus on the integration of the convection 
terms of the conservation equation, we obtain: 
Fe0e - FWQU; (B.3) 
to be the algebraic form of flux balance of o across a one-dimensional control volume. 
Henceforth, in the interest of brevity, we shall consider only this term. Two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional situations are straightforward extensions of the concept to be 
outlined and will be left out of the main discussion. 
It is the stencil used in the estimation of the facial values Ou,. and Oe that determines 
the order of accuracy of the convective transport of o. For example, the first-order 
upwinding convective flux at the interface w can be algebraically stated using 
Figure B.l as: 
Fwo,r = [[i^u;.0]] ow - [[-Fa..O]] Op (B.4) 
The above expression literally translates to being assigned 6»- when Fu., is positive 
WW 
w 
Figure B.l One-dimensionaJ grid format 
and Op when F^.. is negative, which is an upstream bicised. piecewise constant profile 
of o: when the estimation of o at the interface is to be done with anything but a 
piecewise constant profile of o. the interpolation stencils become complicated and the 
resulting algebraic equations lack generality and require careful manipulations so as not 
to violate the Scarborough criterion. It is here that we find the Lagrange interpolation 
and its properties very useful. Lagrange interpolation is very general in that any number 
of neighbors can be considered for the interpolation of the control volume face value 
with a prescribed upwind bias. Further, the properties of Lagrange interpolation lend 
themselves in the manipulation of the algebraic equations to special forms required for 
the strict adherence of the Scarborough criterion. The use of Lagrange interpolation in 
modeling convective kinematics with the help of two popular upwinding biased higher-
order schemes, namely, second-order upwind (SOL*) and QUICK, is illustrated, and 
the results from using SOUM and QUICKM schemes to simulate the two-dimensional 
driven-cavity flow problem are presented eis well. 
Second-Order Upwind Scheme 
This scheme estimates the interface value by extrapolating from the two upwind 
neighbors of the control volume face. Using Lagrange interpolation, the interface value 
at w can be written as: 
For Fu, > 0: 
.  Xii-  Xiv'lV \ .  f » 
ow = I )0\y -t- ( )ow\v 
jh-  — x\v\v -ririr  — 
or 
This equation needs to be manipulated in such a way that it facilitates the casting 
of the final algebraic equuation as a first-order upwind term plus additional source 
terms. Further, it seeks avenues to linearize the source terms to improve the stability 
of the numerical scheme. It is here that the property of the coefficients of the Lagrange 
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interpolation becomes particularly useful. By definition, the coefficients of the Lagrange 
interpolation sum to unity. For the second-order upwind scheme: 
Q'u; + Qtt- = 1 => = 1 - Qu.. (B.o) 
With the help of the sum of the coefficients property, the interface value is written as: 
Ou, = (1 — au,.)ou- + Qu.ovvir (B.6) 
or 
Oxv — o\v + Qur(ovvH' — o\v) as Fu; > 0 (B.7) 
Similarly, for Fu,. < 0. the interface value is; 
Ow = Op •¥ 3u,ioE — Op) (B.S) 
where 
3^. = ~ (B.9) 
X E  - X p  
Combining both of these conditions, one can write the convective flux at the west inter­
face as: 
FwOuj = [[Fu,. OJ [o\v -I- Qu;(ovvvv — ovv)] — I—F«,.0]] [op -f- 3u,{oe — op)] (B.IO) 
Rewriting this equation with first-order upwind terms as the bzisis. we get: 
Fwo^. = [[F„,.Ol] ovf - I-F^.-O]] op-h{[[Fu;.0|] a^,(ovnr-OH-) - [[-Fa..Ol] i^w{oE-op)} 
(B.ll) 
Similarly, the convective flux on the east face can be written as: 
feoe  = iFe.Ol Op —[[—Fe-Oj O£: + {|Fe.0]] ae(Olv Op) —Fe.O]] l3e{oee  — oe) }  (6.12) 
The balance of convective flux across the control volume then becomes: 
FeO^ - F^.o,^. = [[Fj.Ol] Op - |[-Fr.O]] oe - [[F^..Ol] Ow + [[-F^..Ol] op 
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+ {! I^ ; -0 |1  0-e[0 \y  — Op)  — [ [—Fs-Oj 3S {O eE  "  ©e)}  
—{[[Fu...Oj oi^.{0\v\v — 0\ v )  —  [ [ — Fu,.Oj 3^,[oe — op)} (B.13) 
In view of the geometric property that Qu,. 3uj . Oe and f3e are always negative, the 
algebraic discretized equation for the transport of o across the control volume using 
second-order upwind for the convective terms and central difference for the diffusion 
terms is written as: 
a p O p  =  q e O e o .\vO\ v b  (B.14) 
where 
Of: = + [[-Fj,Ol] (B.lo) 
aw = -h [lFa,.0]] (B.16) 
ap = an-+ a£: - {aeJFe.O]] +/3u,[[—F^,.0]] } (B.17) 
and 
b  = {[[—Fe, Oj S e i O E E  —  O e )  — ([Fe. Oj] QeOir (B.IS) 
-f-([F^,.OJ au,.(o;v-iv — 0\ v )  —  [[—Fu,.Oj 3,^,oe} (B.19) 
QUICK Scheme 
As a second illustration of the technique, we consider the popular QUICK scheme 
developed by Leonard [66]. The interface value is interpolated with two upwind biased 
neighbors of the interface and one downstream of the interface. .Assuming that the values 
at these grid points are known. Lagrange interpolation yields the interface \'alue at the 
west face as: 
For F^. > 0: 
Ow = l2wQp + "I'ujOW + hwQww (B.20) 
where 
Xu: — Xw — IWW .  ,  ,  Xxv — Xp ~ , 
72a-= ( )( ): lu ,  =  { )( ): 
xp — Xw Xp — Xww Xw — -Tp Xvr — X;VU' 
Xuf xp ^ x -u; Xvv" \ /D oi \ liw = { )( ) (B.21) 
X\v\v  — Xp Xww — Xw 
Upon using the sum of the coefficients rule: 
7u- = ^ ~ (71".- + 72u;) (B.22) 
the facial value becomes: 
Ow = liwOp + {1 — (7iu,' + l2xv)}ow + 7itt.Ovv'ir (B.23) 
A simple rearrangement offers: 
= Ow + {l2wOp + 'tlwOwW — (7la- + l2w)0\v] (B.24) 
Similarly, for F,^ . < 0. we get: 
Oxv =  Op + {(^la-OiV + S-iwOE — + S2w)Op} (B.2o) 
where 
c i  Xit;  Xp X^. X£ ^ rf  ,  Xw ,  / Xfu X£ 
—  (  ) (  )  :  0^. — (  ) (  )  :  
Xw — Xp Xw — X£ Xp — I \v  Xp — XE  
= (B.26) 
X E  — x\v X E  — Xp 
Combining all the conditions for the flux at the west face can be written as: 
Fwo^. = [[F^.. OH o\v — [[—05 Op + {[7iu.-<3u-w + i2wOp - (7iu, + 72u,)ovr][[F^.. Oj 
— [^lwO\V + ^2uiOE  — i^lw + <^2ti.')Pp][[—Fu,.. OJ } (B.27) 
The convective flux at the east face of the control volume can be conveniently written 
as: 
Feos = HFe.Oll Op - f-F^.O]] oe + (huOw +12COE - (7ie + 72t)op][lF,.0|] 
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— [Sl^Op + 52eOEE — (^le + <^2e)OE]II—^e-OB } (B.2S) 
The one-dimensional convective flux conservation across the control volume surrounding 
P, the main grid point, is therefore given as: 
Feoc - Fwo^ = [[F<..0]| op - ([-Fe.O]] 6e - lFu,.0|] ow -f- [[—F^..O]] op 
-'rilieOw -I- IzsOE ~ (7le + '>2e)<2>p}lFe.O]] 
— {^uqp + ^ i cqee  — (^le + (^2e)OE}[[—^e-O]] 
—{"aiL-Oivvv -t- 'nwOp — (iiu,. + 'y2u,.)c'vv}lFu..-0ll 
+ S2w<^e ~ i^iw + <^2u7)g>p}([—Ftt,.0]] (B.29) 
Considering that the geometric properties and 7ie are always less than zero, and 
treating the diffusive flux across the control volume using the central difference stencil, 
the discretized formulation for the convection-diffusion equation in the QUICK scheme 
becomes: 
a p o p  =  u e O e + awO\y -t- b (B.30) 
where 
aE = D,+l-F,.0^ (B.31) 
a\v = D^. + ([Fu.,. Oj (B.32) 
ap = an--I-a£: — (TiejFe.O]] + ^ 2it[I—Ft.. 0]] ) (B.33) 
and 
6 = {SieOp -f  S^eOEE "  (<^le +  ^ 2e )Pe} I"F;.  Oj 
— {lleOw + l2e{OE — Op)}|lF:.0]] 
+ {'yia-©U-lV + l2wQp — ("au.- + 72u.-)®VV'}[IFU„0I] 
— —  O p )  -i- <J2u.O£}([—F^,.0I] (B.34) 
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Test Cases 
A two-dimensional circulating flow of a fluid in a square cavity with three bounded 
sides and the top wall moving with constant speed is the test problem chosen to assess 
the performance of using SOU, QUICK. SOUM and QUICKM schemes for modeling the 
convective kinematics of the convection-diffusion equation. Three cases with Reynolds 
numbers ranging from 400 to 3200 and three stretched grid formations are studied, 
namely. 22 by 22. 42 by 42 and S2 by 82. The results of some cases have been shown in 
Chapter o. 
From the figures showing the horizontal velocity distributions along the vertical cen-
terlines for all test cases, it is evident that the results from the Power-Law scheme 
always show underestimatation with respect to the reference solution, and the deviation 
becomes larger as Reynolds number increases. For low Reynolds number cases. SOL' and 
QUICK schemes can accurately model the centerline velocity distribution: however, for 
higher Reynolds number cases, the results obtained by using these higher-order schemes 
display significant overshoots compared to the benchmark solution. In contreist. SOUM 
and QUICKM schemes show better agreement with the reference solution, especially 
when the Reynolds number is 3200 for all the three grids chosen. 
.^s the grid is refined in the computational domain, the differences between the 
solutions of the SOU. QUICK. SOUM and QUICKM schemes become insignificant. 
The Power-Law method is seen to be clearly the least accurate for increasing Reynolds 
number flows. SOUM and QUICKM schemes always fall betvveen the Power-Law scheme 
and the higher-order schemes. It is observed that SOUM and QUICKM schemes start 
deviating from the Power-Law scheme at Re=400 and begin approaching the SOLI and 
QUICK schemes at higher Reynolds number cases. This is because the range of Peclet 
number for the low Reynolds number czise is much smaller than that of the high Reynolds 
number case: the region eligible for using the Power-Law scheme in the numerical domain 
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becomes smaller as the Reynolds number increases. 
From the plots of convergence history (overall residual versus iteration number) for 
all test ceises. it is observed that the Power-Law scheme preserves better computational 
stability and displays excellence convergence characteristics. SOU and QUICK schemes 
do not behave as well as the Power-Law scheme in terms of the convergence characteristic 
which is, in general, the known property of the higher-order schemes. 
In most cases. QUICK shows better convergence features than the SOU scheme. For 
lower Reynolds numbers and coarse grid cases, the SOUM and QUICKM schemes exhibit 
the best convergence history compared to the SOU and QUICK schemes. especiall\\ for 
a Reynolds number of 400 for the 22 by 22 grid case. This benefit diminishes as the 
Reynolds number becomes higher, both for coarse and fine grids. .A^gain. this is due to the 
reduced involvement of the Power-Law scheme when implementing these combination 
schemes as the cell Reynolds number increases. It is observed that SOUM and QL'ICKM 
schemes only offer better stability characteristics within a certain percentage of the range 
of Peclet numbers in which the Power-Law scheme is implemented. From Figure 5.5 
(shown in Chapter 5). the Peclet number ranges from -16 to 37 and 23% of the time the 
Power-Law scheme is used. SOL^M shows excellent convergence behavior. From Figure 
B.IO. the portion using Power-Law scheme becomes 43%. and the SOUM scheme only 
gives an overall residual of four or five orders of magnitude before it stalls. Figure B.13 
shows a portion of 86% using the Power-Law scheme: therefore, the convergent history 
for both the SOUM and QUICKM schemes is almost the same as that of the Power-Law 
scheme. It appears that use of the Power-Law scheme mixed with higher-order schemes 
should be either weak enough not to interfere with the original higher-order scheme or 
strong enough to ensure numerical stability, and it seems that this crucial Peclet number 
range for using the Power-Law scheme is a problem-dependent criterion. Fortunately, 
for the lower Reynolds number and coarse grid cases, the SOUM and QUICKM schemes 
are capable of providing accurate predictions and display better stability characteristics. 
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Figure B.2 U-velocity profile on the vertical centerline of the driven-cavity 
at Re=3200 with a 22 by 22 non-uniform grid 
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Figure B.3 U-velocity profile on the vertical centerline of the driven-cavity 
at Re=400 with a 42 by 42 non-uniform grid 
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at Re=1000 with a 82 by 82 non-uniform grid 
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Figure B.9 Convergence history at Re=3200 with a 22 by 22 non-uniform 
grid for the driven-cavity flow 
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Figure B.ll Convergence history at Re=1000 with a 42 by 42 non-uniform 
grid for the driven-cavity flow 
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Figure B.13 Convergence history at Re=400 with a 82 by 82 non-uniform 
grid for the driven-cavity flow 
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APPENDIX C ROUGHNESS-SPIRE DESIGN 
Spire and roughness combinations are designed to provide a turbulent boundary of a 
certain thickness at a distance equal to six times the spire height downstream [78]. With 
this design, it is possible to build up the appropriate wind tunnel configuration to sim­
ulate the atmospheric boundary layer chaxacteristic of the flow past scaled shelterbelts. 
The following procedures describe the details used in generating a required turbulent 
boundary layer thickness occurring at the station where the model shelterbelts are lo­
cated in the test section of the environmental wind tunnel at the Iowa State University 
.•\EEM Department. Basic conditions are given as: the height of the test section of 
the environmental wind tunnel at Iowa State University. HQ. is 122 centimeters. The 
boundary layer thickness. Sen- at a distance six times the spire height downwind, is 20 
centimeters. The skin friction coefficient of the spires. CJ. is 0.0032. and the distance 
between the roughness blocks. D. is 15 centimeters. The spire spacing is half of the spire 
height. It is necessary to find the dimensions and spacings of the spires, as well as the 
roughness blocks, so that the required thickness of the boundary layer at the location 
where the model shelterbelt is placed can be estimated. 
The roughness-spire design is based on a power law wind profile assumption at the 
station six times spire height downwind, i.e.. 
- = ( f r  ( c . i )  
U s  0  
where us is the undisturbed velocity, which is approximately equal to the inlet velocity 
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of the wind tunnel, and u is the velocity at a distance Z from the wall in the boundary 
layer (see Figure C.l). The value of Q depends on the desired value of the friction 
coefficient. C/. which is given as: 
C/ = 0.136(-^)' (C.2) 
i + a 
The following empirical equations are used to calculate the parameters needed in the 
design process: 
where HO is the test section height. The spire height H is given as: 
//=1.39(:^) (C.4) 
I + f 
and 
where 6 is the spire width. The pressure drop factor F is given cis: 
r- r, , r ^(3 + 2q) n ^ , n  - x  
The increment of with downwind of six spire heights is: 
= 0.06SQ{Y^}Aa:F (C.S) 
The roughness height k is defined as: 
k  =  S  e x p { { ^ ) l n { ^ )  — 0.1161./-^ + 2.05} (C.9) 
3d Y L F 
where D is the spacing of the roughness block. 
Step 1: find a 
UNIFORM FLOW 
UPWIND . 
OF SPIRES ^ 
SPIRES U=U 
FLOOR 
ROUGHNESS U=U. 
n 
n 
X 
I'igvMo C.l Spires ami roiigliiic.s.s in a r('( (;mKiil;(r lrs( sec tion {7SJ 
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From Equation C.2 . a can be found by knowing that Cj = 0.0032: 
C, 
0.136 1+Q 
0.136 
0.136 
Q= 0-1534 ^ 
1 _ ,/ZZr 1 - 0.1534 
'• V 0.136 
Therefore, the velocity distribution at x = 6H can be determined by using Equation 
C.l: 
7 '» 
u  = u s i j )  
where us can be measured, and S is 20 centimeters. 
Step 2: find 0 
From Equation C.3. 3 can be calculated by knowing 5. HO and q. i.e.. 
^ , ct 20 O.lSl 
Step 3: find H 
From Equation C.4. H can be calculated by knowing S and q. i.e.. 
H = 1.39(^-^) = 1.39 X = 25.49 cm 
Step 4: find 'P 
From Equation C.5. can be calculated by knowing 3 and q. i.e.. 
or 2 ^ 1.13q , 1 
1 + 2 q  ( l  +  a ) ( l  +  f ) ^ ( l - ^ ) ' ^  
0-025 , 2 ^ 1.13 X 0.IS 1 , „ 
~ (1 -0.025)''^1+ (2 xO.lSl) (1+0.1S1)(1 + 5^)^ " • ••'' 
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Step 5: find 6 
From Equation C.6. b can be calculated by knowing H. Ho and i.e.. 
h 1 4- — 1 + 
= 0.5 X 122 x 0.035 x {- —} = 0.112 
H ^(1 + ^ )(J^ *-(1 +0.035) X 20^ 
=> 6 = 0.112 X H = 0.112 X 25.49 = 2.85 cm 
Step 6: find F 
From Equation C.7, F can be found by knowing Ho- S and q. i.e.. 
^ S q(3 + 2q) ,, , 20 ,,0.181(3 + 2 xO.lSl),"' 
"^^//J^1 + Q(1^^122^^1+0.181(1--^)^^ ~ •' 
Step 7: estimate AS 
If the model location is l O H  downstream of x = 6 H ,  the increment of the boundary 
layer thickness is estimated by using Equation C.S: 
AS = 0.068Q{\"^"'^}AJF 
1 + a ' 
=> AS = 0.06S x O.lSl X x (10 x 25.49) x 0.92 = 3..33 cm 
so. the boundary layer thickness at x =10H is: 
SioH = Sen + AS = 20 + 3.33 = 23.33 cm 
Step 8: find k 
From Equation C.9. k can be calculated by knowing D. S and C/. i.e.. 
k - S eip{(^)/n(y) -0.1161^^ + 2.05} 
=!• t = 20 X exp{(|)/n(^) - 0.1161^^^+2.0.5} = 0.902 cm 
The solutions are: the shape of the spire is an isosceles triangle with a 25.49-centimeter 
height and a 12.75-centimeter base, and the spacing between two spires is 12.75 cen­
timeters. The roughness element is a cubic block with a 0.902-centimeter length on each 
side. The spacing between two blocks is 15 centimeters. 
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This roughness-spire design technique has been employed by Thernelius [79j to sim­
ulate \^rious flow phenomena that occur in the atmosphere as wind blows past and 
through typical swine production houses. A series of spires and roughness blocks have 
been designed and installed by Thernelius in the ISl' environmental wind tunnel inlet 
section shown in Figure C.2. After passing the spires and blocks, the air flows past 
the model building which is seen at the rear of the photograph. With this setup, it is 
possible to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer characteristics of the flow past the 
actual facilities. 
Figure C.2 Spires and roughness blocks installed in ISU environmental wind 
tunnel [79] (courtesy of Mr. Thernelius) 
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APPENDIX D ENVIRONMENTAL WIND TUNNEL 
SETUP 
The configuration and the wiring diagram used in the Iowa State University environ­
mental wind tunnel to simulate shelterbelt aerodynamics are shown in Figures D.l and 
D.2. A series of spires and roughness blocks designed by using the technique introduced 
in Appendix C are installed from the inlet to the station ahead of the scaled shelterbelts. 
The shelterbelts are mounted on a disk capable of rotating in order to simulate winds 
from different directions. The wind tunnel inlet velocity is measured by the first pitot-
static tube installed on the wall close to the inlet section. A T-stand for supporting a 
potentiometer controlled by a resistor is located behind the model trees. The function 
of the potentiometer is to control the vertical position of the second pitot-static tube. 
The longitudinal and lateral positions of the T-stand can be changed manually so that 
the windspeed in the whole flow field downstream of the shelterbelt can be measured by 
the second pitot-static tube. The pressure differential from the second pitot-static tube 
is sensed by a pressure transducer connected through an amplifier and a conditioner to 
a voltmeter in order to produce the digital output. 
Several calibration procedures must be completed before running the wind tunnel. 
First, the tunnel needs to be calibrated. In other words, the relationship between the 
tunnel power-setting and the upstream velocity needs to be established. Second, the 
potentiometer needs to be calibrated to provide information between the actual vertical 
position of the first pitot-static tube and the reading from the resistor. Third, the output 
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of the digital voltmeter needs to be related to the real pressure differential meeisured by 
the pressure transducer. Figures D.3 and D.4 display the calibration curves related to 
the second and third calibration procedures. The tunnel calibration cannot be conducted 
until the spires and roughness blocks aje constructed and installed in the wind tunnel. 
•A. brief introduction to the methodology'' of using the environmental wind tunnel 
to simulate shelterbelt aerodynamics has been presented. This section is concluded by 
pointing out several issues which need to be addressed. First of all. the model scaling 
demands cautious and thorough study in order to satisfy similarity laws. The thickness 
of the atmospheric boundary layer is approximately one kilometer, but the average 
height of the artificial windbreak or the living-tree shelterbelt is about o-lo meters. 
Methods for constructing a scaled shelterbelt so that it not only satisfies the geometric 
and dynamic similarities, but also is tall enough to allow sensors to differentiate the 
elevation, is worthy of deliberation. .Apparently, the dimension of the test section is a 
major limitation for the size of the model, as is the consideration of the blockage, defined 
cis the ratio between the frontal area of the model and the cross-section area of the test 
section. In addition, the hot-wire anemometer or Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) 
technique might be a better choice than the pitot-static tube for measuring the wind 
speed in the lee of the shelterbelt. Facing into the upcoming air flow is a requirement 
for using the pitot-static tube to obtain accurate windspeed meeisurements. From the 
field experiment, it is found that the wind direction behind the shelterbelt is a function 
of the shelter density, incident angle of the approaching flow and the geometric position 
in the wake. The uncertainty of knowing the local wind direction on the leewside of the 
shelterbelt makes it more difficult to use the pitot-static tube. 
Pitot-st^tie tubes 
model 
0 0 0 , ^ 
1)^  rP 1^ '®^  
SPIRES 
^^^GHNESS blocks 
174" 
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14S 
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o o 
crank water manometer pressure transducer 
first pitot-static tube 
Vinf 
i roughness blocks n n n n n n n n n  
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second pitot-static tube 
spires 
potentiometer 
/ 
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Figure D.2 Wiring diagram of ISU environmental wind tunnel for shelter-
belt analysis 
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Figure D.4 Calibration curve of a voltmeter 
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APPENDIX E COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 
The local spherical coordinate system with unit normal vectors ee.eg.er is trans­
formed to the global coordinate xyz-system with unit normal vectors i.j.k by two suc­
cessive rotations about two axes. This results in an orthogonal transformation. Figure 
E.l shows the sequence of rotations. First, the spherical coordinate system rotates -6 
about the to to make the eV align with the c-axis. where the i'.j'.k' represent the unit 
normal vectors in the coordinate system, x'y'z'. after the first rotation: 
i' cosd 0 sinO ee 
f = 0 1 0 Co 
p 
—sind 0 cos6 Cr 
(E-1) 
Second, the x'y'z' coordinate system rotates -o about the c-axis (or -'-axis) to make the 
x' and y' a.xes match the x and y axes as follows: 
i 
J 
= 
1 ' 
coso —sino 0 
sino coso 0 
0 0 1 
Combining Equation E.l and Equation E.2. the final trasformation matrix is: 
*• 
TV I 
f 
k' 
(E.2) 
i coso-cos6 —sino cos4>-sin6 ee 
J = sino-cosO coso sino-sinO 
k —sin6 0 cosO 
(E.3) 
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By using a property of orthogonal trasformations. that is. the inverse of the trans­
formation matrix is equal to its transpose, the inverse transformation from the global 
xy^-coordinate to the local spherical coordinate is: 
eg 
e© 
coso-cosB sino-cosO —sind 
—sind coso 0 
coso-sinO sino-sinO cosd 
i 
J 
1 » 
(E.4) 
w 
tot 
Figure E.l Relationship between two frames 
APPENDIX F LINEARIZATION OF SOURCE TERMS 
DUE TO DRAG FORCES 
For a two-dimensional shelterbelt flow on the x — y plane, the source terms from 
the retarding forces in the momentum equations based on typical control volumes are 
written as: 
where the terms in the parenthesis are pressure drag and skin-friction drag coefficients. 
Four cases involving different directions of the upstream flow approaching the shelter-
belt are considered (see Figure F.l). Following the definitions of the aerodynamic forces 
acting on the sheterbelt based on the defined coordinate systems, the sign convention of 
the pressure drag terms in momentum equations is retained for all Ccises. By forcing the 
positive skin friction coefficient in all circumstances, the sign of the skin friction drag 
remains the same in case one and four, but needs to be changed for the second and third 
cases. The final representations of the drag terms are summarized eis follows: 
For u-momentum equation, if u • i- > 0, then 
dFr = ]^pVxy • {uCd + vCf) • dA 
d ' F y  =  \ p ^ ' r y  •  { v C d  - u C j ) -  d A  (F.2) 
(F.l) 
respectively. 
dFr = •  ("Ci + v C j )  • d A  (F.;3) 
and if u • f < 0. then 
dFi = • [uCd — vCj) • d A  (F.4) 
For I'-momentum equation, if u • t' > 0. then 
dFy = \^ pVi;y •  { v C d  —  u C f )  • dA (F.o) 
and if u • I' < 0. then 
dFy =  \^pVry •  { v C d  +  u C j )  • dA (F.6) 
Therefore, the linearization of the source term due to the drag force can be obtained as 
follows: 
For u-momentum equation, if u • f > 0. then 
(ap" + -^P^'xy • C d  • dA) Up = Unb + (6" — -p^ry ' V ' C f  • dA) (F.7) 
and if u • r < 0. then 
(Op" +  •  C d  •  d A )  u p  =  U n b  +  ( & "  +  l i ^ P ^ x y  ' V - C f  d A )  (F.S) 
For I'-momentum equation, if u • r > 0. then 
• Cd •  d A )  yp = ^ I'nb + + -^P^ x y  '  U  •  Cf •  d A )  (F.9) 
and if u • t* < 0. then 
(ap' + ::^P^ry • Cd • dA) VP = Yi ^ nb" t-'nb + (6'' - - u- Cj • dA) (F.IO) 
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